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vate functions, corporate seminars, cocktail 
nights, and birthday parties. We invite 
you to enjoy some final beach time before 
heading to the nearby international airport, 
with showers and dressing rooms avail-
able for you to freshen up before catching 
your flight. There are also special discounts 
on food and drink when you show your 
boarding pass, making Skye Beach Club 
the perfect place for visitors, frequent fly-
ers, and air crews — enjoying a fine meal 
and expertly-made cocktails before leaving 
Phuket. 

Find us on Facebook: 
facebook.com/skyebeachclub

Skye BeACH CLUB

Reach for the Skye: Intro-
ducing Skye Beach Club — 
Phuket’s newest and hottest 
beach destination

Just minutes from Phuket International 
Airport, Skye Beach Club is a must for your 
last port-of-call before leaving Thailand’s 
most beloved island. Skye is the only 
beach club on stunning Nai Yang Beach: 
an amazing stretch of sand on Phuket’s re-
laxed northwest coast, and with rising star 
chef Saharat Tangthai at the helm you will 
find an incredible menu of Thai and interna-
tional cuisine. Saharat Tangthai has worked 
at several of Bangkok’s most famous 
restaurants, such as Capri at Asiatique, 
The Riverfront, and Gaggan, which was this 
year voted the best restaurant in Asia by 
the prestigious Asia’s 50 Best Restaurants. 

Skye Beach Club is designed with comfort 
and relaxation in mind, and a look that is 
in perfect harmony with its natural sur-
roundings — thanks to the creative input 
of renowned imagineer Miguel Kirjon: the 
designer behind many of Phuket’s hottest 
hangouts, including Catch and Bimi Beach 
Clubs. Along with easy parking and year-
round swimming, Skye has amazing views 
from its second floor rooftop space at the 
Nai Yang Beach Resort, located in the mid-
dle of Phuket’s most tranquil national park.

With a relaxed atmosphere, Skye Beach 
Club invites families, couples and singles 
alike to chill by the beach, with awesome 
music to enjoy, great food to eat, and ex-
cellent drinks. Making the most of Phuket’s 
amazing year-round climate, Skye has a 
spacious and comfortable outdoor seating 
area with room for 100 guests, and a large 

indoor air-conditioned space for 80 guests 
— making it the ideal venue for your special 
events, including wedding receptions, pri-

Brightens 
your  Day... 

@ Nai  yaNg beaCh

uall year swimming  uFamily Friendly  ushower rooms  uNear airport

{  O P E N I N G  S O O N  } 

    sKyebeachcLub   TeL 093-582-7700
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XANA’s multi-level design, picturesque 
beachfront location, and large capac-
ity make it the stage of an endless list of 
international DJs, including the Black Eyed 
Peas’ apl.de.ap and Taboo, Paul Oaken-
fold – who has produced for superstars like 
Madonna and U2, the late unforgettable 
Godfather of House – Frankie Knuckles, 
and Dennis Ferrer, the founder of the 
Objektivity record label. Stay tuned so you 
don’t miss the chance to party it up with a 
range of internationally acclaimed DJs at 
XANA Beach Club. Up Next – XANA’s First 
Annual Full Moon Party on 29 August 2015. 

With a picture-perfect backdrop by the sea, 
beach loungers, poolside day beds and VIP 
cabanas, XANA also lends itself perfectly 
for events of all kinds, from private gather-
ings, birthday celebrations, good-old-time 
reunions and bachelorette parties to stylish 
product launches and stunning beach wed-
dings, with the added bonus of onsite five 
star accommodation at Angsana Laguna 
Phuket. 

For more information on 
XANA Beach Club please visit 
www.xanabeachclub.com or follow us on 
Facebook for the latest updates. 
For queries and bookings please email: 
info@xanabeachclub.com or call 
076 324 101.

XANA BeACH CLUB

Phuket’s one and only Beach 
Club with private beach area 
and classy sun loungers, of-
fering stunning beach scen-
ery, lit up infinity pool, state 
of the art sound system, live 
performances, heavenly food 
and perfectly mixed drinks, 
XANA Beach Club is the ulti-
mate place to enjoy Phuket at 
its best – day or night. 

XANA’s new membership program – Be-
come a XANA Celebrity – invites members 
to enjoy great benefits including spending 
THB 50,000 with XANA’s compliments, free 
use of beach sun loungers, 25% off your 
bill with all your guests, and enjoying dis-
counted rates at partner companies such 
as 5- star resort Angsana Laguna Phuket, 
Laguna Golf Club, Angsana Spa etc. 

XANA Celebrities love to spend the day 
unwinding in beach sun loungers, or enjoy-
ing a leisurely game of billiard or beach 
volleyball. Take selfies with the picturesque 
Andaman Sea then bask in the sun on 
hammocks. Featuring fun and vibrant activ-
ities, XANA is the perfect place for couples, 
singles or families to enjoy an unforgettable 
day by the beach.

After a swim in the infinity pool, head over 
to the restaurant and enjoy an array of 
delicious meals, ranging from XANA’s Tuna 

Tataki and South Beach Caesar Salad to 
the famous award-winning ‘MFY Smoked 
Burger’ – Phuket’s Best Burger 2015. The 
extensive menu also boasts modern inter-
national cuisine, including mouth-watering 
meat dishes, finger food and indulgent 
desserts, accompanied by a fine selection 
of wine from all over the world. 

In collaboration with Richard Gillam, the 
world famous mixologist, XANA’s bespoke 
cocktail features all the classics that one 
expects from the leading beach on the 
island, such as the King Cobra. Combining 
the sweetness of mango, a zest of lime, 
rum, vodka and a twist of chilli, this drink 
surely is one that bites! 

Every Friday night, XANA holds its weekly 
seafood BBQ buffet – which is a destina-
tion event across the island for visitors and 
locals alike. The award winning composer 
and producer Kai Matthiesen, better known 
as “Coco Jamboo’s Saxophonist”, is at 
XANA every Saturday to turn the dazzling 
sunset into a mesmerizing experience for 
all senses. Make sure to stay around for the 
astonishing fire dance show on the beach! 

When the sun goes down, XANA trans-
forms into a sultry bar and al fresco club 
where the music’s tempo rises and the 
vibrant lights add to the party atmosphere. 
The evening’s music progresses from relax-
ing, soothing sounds to up-beat house 
sets from Resident DJ Wii & Zii – the most 
well-versed Thai DJs- that pack up the 
dance floor.
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Now this fitness fanatic, Mung Thai and 
Jujitsu exponent is plying his trade at 
BLISS (after working as a chef to ex-
periment with the cuisines and sources of 
taste in the great dishes of Bali, Jakarta, 
Singapore, Malaysia, Mexico, Los Angeles 
and the Caribbean), bringing what he calls 
“the science of taste” to the kitchen.

Garfield attributes a Los Angeles Japanese 
chef with instilling this ability to “calibrate 
taste:” and a San Diego chef with teaching 
him how to manage a kitchen.

Together they inspired his signature dish 
Taco Sashimi. As Garfield describes it, the 
dish is addictive” “Cocaine sells itself. It is 
addictive,” he says, colourfully describing 
the impact of the Taco Sashimi dish (see 
photograph and description elsewhere in 
this article.). Garfield took his experience 
with the two chefs, the Chinese wonton out 
of the original dish and replaced it with a 
Mexico taco. To create Taco Sashimi. Try it, 
you’ll be so glad you did.

Voila! Garfield’s signature dish for BLISS.
Garfield has settled in well and very much 
enjoys working with the BLISS Thai staff, 
front and back of house. So much so that 
he was full of praise for his kitchen staff 
who stayed on, after he had told them 
they could leave, to service a party of six 
who arrived late in March. They stayed. 

Happily Hitched at BLISS
The number of people saying “I do” above 
the beach at BLISS is turning into a 
veritable avalanche. Wedding, weddings 
and more weddings. It shows what a cool 
place BLISS is to start the great journey 
in life. The weather’s settled, the sea is 
calm and BLISS has the best location of 
any beach club on Phuket in which to tie 
the knot. Couples are drawn to BLISS 
because they can still get married “on the 
beach” but not actually “on the beach” 
if you know what we mean. It’s such a 
chilled place rumour has it some couples 
don’t even want to leave for the honey-
moon. Pssst…tell your friends who want 
to get married about BLISS.

blissbeachclub.com

BLiSS BeACH CLUB

Ho, Ho, Ho. Off to work does 
Pepe go. After three years as 
General Manager of BLISS 
Pepe still looks forward to 
getting on his bright red 
Ducati and flying into work. 

Says Pepe: “I am very happy that so many 
people recognise and appreciate what 
we are doing here at BLISS.” The key, he 
says, is steadily growing the number of 
customers, particularly repeat customers. 
In a classic Pepe quote, he says: “The 
moment I stop enjoying what I do is the 
moment I go and ask for a job at Seven 
11.” (No offence Seven 11).

We Ain’t Flashy, We’re (blissfully...
successful) BLISS.
Pepe has noticed some trends over the 
last three years. Family groups are more 
numerous. People also want to enjoy the 
finer things in life, but without being flashy 
and showing off. Sure, some people may 
like to strut around a bit, but, generally 
customers at BLISS are just there to enjoy 

the sun, sea and sand, the quiet and at-
tentive service, the music and, of course, 
the food. Nothing loud, nothing trashy, 
nothing ostentatious. It’s the secret to 
BLISS’s success.

Meet Garfield…Not the Cat. Our 
Executive Chef!
Yes, that’s right our new Executive Chef is 
Detroit born Garfield Angove, 39. Garfield 
doesn’t mind us highlighting his unusual 
name because, as he rightly points out, he 
is not named after the notorious Garfield 
comic strip, about a naughty cat, was 
launched.

Our Garfield was born in 1975 and the car-
toon Garfield in 1976. In fact, Garfield was 
also his father and grandfather’s name.

So he’s actually Garfield Angove III. 
Garfield did experience the “curse” of 
being ribbed in the tough Detroit neigh-
bourhood he grew up in, but he says 
the name has become “gift” as he has 
worked his way around the world as a 
chef since 2005. “People remember it. It’s 
good PR.”



Frankie's Bikinis is an independent line of high quality, very detailed, 
seamless, simple and sexy bathing suits made in the U.S.A. Frankie's 

Bikinis takes Southern California’s coast style and infuses it with the 
Hawaiian shoreline in an exotic, feminine and flirty low cut ready to 

be surfed in, tanned in or hung out to dry after an invigorating day at 
the beach. Inspired by Malibu, Frankie's Bikinis are fun bikinis that 

encompass what it means to be a carefree beach girl. Never compromising 
style, each piece is uniquely designed by surfer and teen entrepreneur 

Francesca Aiello, a native to Malibu, who is inspired by her love for the 
ocean and her passion of bikinis. Born into the surf community, Frankie's 
Bikinis aims to satisfy the needs of surfers who demand functionality and a 

great look when they hit the wave. 

The bikinis in the 2015 Hanalei Dreams Collection have a bohemian chic 
vibe infused with a tropical twist. The new swimwear, inspired by the lush 

island of Kauai, captures the essence of Hawaii's beauty through attention 
to details and many floral crochet patterns. This collection was crafted for 

the fashionable and active girl and fits are perfected so that these bikinis are 
just as ready for the ocean as they are for the poolside.
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phuket’s most exciting 
Seafood restaurant, lounge & Bar

b a N g ta o  b e a C h

Tel 094 480 0883  |  OPEN DAILY 11:00-23:00  |  TAXI  หาดบางเทา 700 เมตร จาก โรงแรมทวินปาล์มส์ ภูเก็ต

like lilies on a pond. Palm Seafood’s large 
wooden deck offers easy dining for couples 
or groups, while its large bar set on the 
seafront is sure to be a coveted spot for 
savouring drinks at dusk.

Palm Seafood’s seaside setting offers 
a majestic backdrop for weddings and 
special occasions, both day and night. 
Contact our team to find out how our sen-
sational setting and experience can help 
you create a memorable event.
 
Palm Seafood
Open 11am till 11pm daily. 
Tel 094 480 0883, 094 480 0937.
Bangtao Beach (700 meters North of 
Twinpalms Phuket Resort).
Car park across the beach road.

facebook.com/palmseafood 

pALm SeAfood
By twiNpALmS

Bringing contemporary style 
and delicious ocean delights 
to beautiful Bangtao Beach, 
Palm Seafood has quickly 
become Phuket’s coveted 
dining destination since 
opening in January 2015.

Found on the Bangtao beachfront, just 
700m away from the Twinpalms Resort, 
Palm Seafood celebrates the riches of the 
sea by serving up fresh seafood in imagi-
native styles and tastes.

Vibrant Tastes
Palm Seafood’s new menu presents the 
finest selections from Thailand and around 
the world. Try our fresh oysters, sourced 
both locally and from France and Australia. 

Choose from Phuket lobster, white snap-
per, blue crab, king prawns, garoupa and 
more, served grilled, steamed or poached 
with homemade spicy Thai chili, aioli, 
tamarind and tartar sauces. The sizzle and 
aroma of your top-quality selections will 
whet your appetite as they’re prepared 
by our chefs with finesse and care on the 
open grills.

Our Japanese choices include Sashimi, 
Sushi, Hosomaki, Rolls and Cones, each 
brimming with flavour and freshness. 
Other tempting dishes from the menu: 
Linguini with Andaman prawns, Spaghetti 
with clams and white wine sauce, Hok-
kaido scallop skewers, and King prawns in 
red curry paste.

Palm Seafood also sprinkles some tasty 
‘turf’ dishes into its ‘surf’ mix with New 
Zealand lamb chops, beef cheese burger, 
green chicken curry, and spicy minced 
chicken with Thai basil leaves.

Add romance or a sophisticated comple-
ment to your meal with our distinctive 
drinks, from Champagne Moet & Chandon 
Ice imperial served with fresh mint and 
berries, to a selection of sparkling, white, 
rose and red wines. After your meal, treat 
yourself to a delicious dessert, or perhaps 
a relaxing cigar session with our selection 
of top-quality Cubans.

Exotic Sights
Palm Seafood’s prime beachside location 
at the edge of a fishing village is con-
nected to the sea and Phuket’s age-old 
ways of life. Sit back and take in the 
full panorama of Bangtao bay, with the 

island’s iconic long-tail boats gliding in to 
anchor just offshore. As the sun sets over 
the sea, Phuket’s tropical glory is unveiled 
in full view. The perfect spot for a relaxing 
sundowner or a romantic evening escape.

Inspiring Design
Palm Seafood’s light and open style 
evokes the beauty and tranquility of the 
sea. Its design was created and brought 
to life by Martin Palleros of Argentina, 
designer of the Twinpalms Phuket Resort 
and several luxury properties around Asia, 
acclaimed for his elegant designs in har-
mony with nature.

The extra long sofa bench under roof cover 
is an ideal spot for groups to gather, while 
those seeking a bit more peace and exclu-
sivity may dine at one of the tables dotted 
along the restaurant’s central reflecting pool 
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CONTACT INFO

Email:  info@montazure.com
Phone:  +66 76 602 351
 +66 93 624 8800
Sales Office:  100/210, Moo 3, Kamala,  
 Kathu, Phuket, 83150

moNtAzUre

MontAzure is a mixed-
use residential resort 
development stretching 
over 454 Rai (180 acres) of 
mountain to oceanside land 
on Phuket’s central west 
coast at Kamala beach. It is 
positioned at the luxury end 
of the tourism and second 
home investment market and 
offers an evolution in design, 
lifestyle and environmental 
integrity.

MontAzure not only offers luxury residen-
tial buyers a range of attractive investment 
and lifestyle options. The mixed use pro-
ject will also include an extensive common 
infrastructure that connects the residential 
components with hospitality, retail and 
wellness options, as well as upscale 
beach facilities.

“Sea views have been maximized through-
out the development with residences 
orientated towards the beach and a back-
drop of tropical hillside forest”

The Estates at MontAzure will consist of 
13 expansive properties set on extremely 
generous land plots ranging from 4,900 
square meters (3 Rai/1.2 acres) to over 
10,000 square meters (6 Rai/ 2.5 acres) 
in size and boasting the most prestig-
ious address in Asia’s pre-eminent island 
playground. 

Prime Beachfront Living: “The Residences at MontAzure” 
CONDOS.MONTAZURE.COM

The Residences at MontAzure represent one of the first phases in the unique, master-
planned MontAzure resort and residential community that comprises of 75 exclusive 
units located directly on stunning Kamala Beach, Phuket’s last remaining prime west 
coast location. 

No. of Units 75
Unit Types 56 one-bedroom units, 19 two-bedroom units, with options for buyer 
 to request three-bedroom units.
Unit Sizes One-bedroom: 70 to 250 sq.m / Two-bedroom: 260 to 400 sq.m
Ownership Foreign freehold available based on The Thai Condominium Act.
Price THB 8 million - THB 93 million (USD 250,000 - USD 2.8 million)
Site Area  9.39 Rai (15,000 sq.m/ 161,000 sq.ft)
Architect  Tierra Design – the team behind Twinpalms Phuket.
Facilities Residents Lobby, Beach Café and Bar, Gym/Yoga Studio, Spa Pavilions,  
 Library and Lounge, Outdoor event space, On-site Management Office.
Management  To be operated as a serviced residence/ boutique hotel by a global 
 hospitality brand/ estate management company.

These unique estates are nestled within 
a lush natural amphitheatre of forest 
cloaked hills that slope down to a pristine 
stretch of beach, and each one offers 
fabulous vistas over the waters of the 
sparkling Andaman Sea. With renowned 
architect Mathar “Lek” Bunnag, award-
winning international designer Jaya 
Ibrahim, and Martin Palleros, principal 
at Tierra Design, collaborating on this 
amazing project each villa promises to 
be a master piece of architecture and 
design.

Private Estates: “The Estates at MontAzure”
VILLAS.MONTAZURE.COM
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my ALL New AUtHeNtiC 
fUgACioUS SeLf

me UNdieS

Greetings from Tweetland. I 
have some tragic news — my 
Instagram account has been 
hacked which means I cannot 
regale you with selfies of 
bottles of Veuve Clicquot 
blowing their tops like some 
overheated volcano, or that oh 
so comfy posh business class 
seat en-route to Frankfurt. 

“Woops!” made some places more exotic 
— Istanbul for example — although I have 
to say “Midnight Express” still gives me 
the shivers. 

Mankind or shall we say humankind, or 
perhaps the more depictive ‘totally us’ 
are seemingly hell bent on a pathway to 
regression. I’m not referring to returning 
to caves or starting to walk like monkeys. 
(Apologies to those creationists amongst 
you; the Jesus thing is entirely too hard to 
work into this article so let’s stick with an 
evolutionary theme). 

What hotel chains, glossy magazines 
and brandkind are now telling us is that 
travelers no longer care about standards, 
uniformity or that higher plain of thinking 
which has led to bathroom telephones, 
turn down chocolates, neatly folded toilet 
paper, and of course, the ominous hang-
ing bag on the doorknob containing a 
newspaper. 

Don’t you know that print media is dead. 
Just the mere act of reading this magazine 
makes you obsolete. Okay, I’m going to 
give you a break just this once, but please 
don’t let it happen again. There will be 
consequences, and if a maid called Judy 
knocks twice on the door, for God’s sake 
don’t answer it. Stick your head back 
under the sheets and try to sleep through 
the night. Yes, we have digressed, so let’s 
get back on topic….

Just yesterday, I received an email from 
a friend asking for recommendations for 
another friend. Ah yes, the ominous and 
loathsome creature known as a friend of a 
friend (i.e. what is now known as a FOAF). 
Anyway, this person was actually a FOAF, 
but to complicate the matter they were 
getting advice for the FOAF’s soon-to-
graduate daughter. Hence, we now have 
the term DOFOF (daughter of friend of 
a friend). She is traveling to Bali in a few 
months and wanted advice on hotels — 
but stop there for a moment — things 

“We love underwear. Love it. 
So much, in fact, that we wear 
it almost every day. We don’t 
know about you, but we don’t 
compromise on quality and 
comfort with the things we 
wear every day. 

A pair of jeans, maybe. But not undies. 
And a day decked out in a pair of MeUn-
dies is a fine day indeed. Roomy or snug, 
cozy or lacy, plain or funky: They’re just 
cool, quality threads that feel good and 
look rad. From polkas to pinstripes to 
plaid and dozens of color options, you’ll 
be proud to show your skivvies when busi-
ness time beckons.

And affordable, no less. Whether you’re 
into one-off purchases or our auto-pilot 
subscription option, you simply can’t find 
better-made underwear for the price. If we 
didn’t get ‘em for free, we’d buy ‘em. Lots 
of ‘em. Oh yeah, and shipping is free in 
the US and Canada, with flat-rate interna-
tional shipping. Always.

These ain’t the drawers you’ve had in your 
drawer since middle school. Your mom 
had great taste and all, but go ahead and 
toss those holey rags. MeUndies undies, 
are made with the finest modal fabrics and 
flat-lock stitching known to Planet Earth, 
and the end product will make your nether 
regions fall into a comfortable slumber. Or 
jump with joy. That’s none of our business. 
But yeah, they’re very, very well made. We 
promise. And if you’re not impressed with 
your first pair, just let us know and we’ll 
refund you. No need to send them back.

So no more lurking around the depressing 
discount aisle. No more dresser space for 
that one reserve pair that you’ll only wear 
to the gym. For the truly lazy, our monthly 
auto-ship is a pretty sweet deal, complete 
with built-in price reductions and hassle-
free delivery. No calls, no clicks and no 
more going commando just because you 
ran out of clean knickers.

We started MeUndies because we felt 
there ought to be an easier, less expensive 
way to get your essential basics. We’re 
glad you agree. And we’re proud to deliver 
that comfortable convenience right to your 
stoop.”

were about to get out of control. The email 
had all the sprinklings of a disaster waiting 
to happen, which in this case referred to 
being authentic, going local and creating 
memorable experiences. I’m not saying of 
course that the instruction was over the 
top, as there was no mention of artisan, 
glocalness, and worse still, a left turn into 
the quest for spiritual vision, or the abso-
lute worst thing of all — homestays. 

Referring to the latter, frankly speaking I 
absolutely hate people who want to stay 
at my own house. There is a reason why 
God created hotels (this is one for our 
Christian readers). Did he get it right? Late 
on the sixth day before knocking off for 
a Saturday night boozefest, he noted the 
dangers of drink-driving and decided to 
make a place for the truly intoxicated to 
sleep it off. 

Mind you, friends can come over to visit, 
but please make sure there is an escape 
plan. Show up with a suitcase at my door 
and you can expect to be left standing 
in the rain while you wait for a taxi to the 
nearest hotel. Yes, I fully advocate the full 
use of such an accommodation choice. 
This of course now brings us to the sub-
ject of Airbnb. While there are some great 
deals to be had, photos of dead relatives 
and dusty antiques are not my idea of a 
holiday abroad. In fact, the mere thought 
of not being able to order a late night 
cheeseburger is beyond comprehension. 
Mind you, who the hell is Lester? 

Now getting back to this whole authentic 
experience. I’m not so sure all travelers 
want to shed their inner inhibitions and live 
like the locals. Go to any tropical island 
and the idea of getting up before dawn to 
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get to the market to buy meat which has 
been stuck unrefrigerated on a tricycle 
since the night before, or those eggs 
basking in the hot sun all day, whipping up 
a tasty dish pretty much consisting of rice 
and mystery meat, and then taking a cold 
shower outside as the mosquitos nip at 
your ankles before doing the laundry in a 
rusty bucket. Once all this is done it’s still 
only 5:46 in the morning. For God’s sake 
this is a holiday, go back to bed. 

You must be getting my gist, and while I 
am all in favor of the banishment of loud 
color in hotels rooms, bad brand standard 
and the ilk, there still has to be a spe-
cialness attached to hotels or travel to 
transport us away from the dull and the 
ordinary. I mean this in a good way, and 
not waking up to the sound of roosters or 
making my own toxic three-in-one Nes-
cafe coffee. 

Thankfully, in the end authenticity will fall 
on deaf ears in the short span of a year or 
so — maybe less. It will soon be replaced 
by something even more dreadful, full of 
hash tags and urban dictionary angst. 
The reality remains that the tweetersphere 
is full of all things fugacious and wild, so 
please understand we are only looking 
for a place to stand in line, waiting for the 
next selfie to appear.

Bill Barnett is Managing Director of C9 
Hotelworks, a Phuket based hospitality 
consulting firm. He also writes the popular 
online blog www.thephuketinsider.com. 
Over the past decade he has amassed an 
extensive wardrobe of shorts, and flip-flops. 
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just seems ordinary. The Pershing range 
consists of nine models from 50 to 115 
feet.

RIVIERA MARINE
Time Honored, Time Proven
Riviera is the largest and most awarded 
luxury boat building company in Australia. 
Today, the company builds luxury boats 
from 36 to 75 feet in length across four 
lines: Open and Enclosed Flybridge, Sport 
Yacht, and SUV collections.. From the first 
Riviera launched in 1980, to the 5000th 
boat launched in 2012, Riviera remains 
firmly focused on delivering exciting new 
models and fresh innovation in design, 
performance, interior fitout and overall 
quality. As dealers in Thailand since 1998, 
we know of no other brand that enjoys 
such a loyal following.

JEANNEAU SAIL AND POWER
Extraordinary Quality and Value
Henri Jeanneau’s passion and 
commitment to quality boatbuilding began 
in 1957. Today, Jeanneau has become 
a distinctive brand and world leader in 
production boatbuilding with a large and 
continuously evolving range of sail and 
motor boats that benefit from continuous 
investment in design and production 
techniques.

With a large range of contemporary yachts 
to suit all tastes and budgets, from the 
Sun Odyssey 33i to the all-new Jeanneau 
Yacht 64, Jeanneau is the reference for 
performance orientated cruising sailboats.

With exciting plans to move sales and 
service offices to the larger and more 
modern Ao Po Grand Marina and also 
plans for larger offices at the Yacht Haven 
Marina in 2015, Lee Marine are committed 
to Thailand and the marine industry in 
general. Whether looking for a boat, or just 
some friendly advice, contact Lee Marine 
today and let us be your marine lifestyle 
partners in Phuket. 

www.leemarine.com   

Lee mAriNe

Lee Marine was Phukets first 
luxury yacht broker nearly 18 
years ago and is still going 
from strength to strength 
as Thailand becomes an 
increasingly busy yachting 
destination. 

Whether contemplating your first boat for 
you and your family to ‘dip the toe’ into 
the water or an experienced boat owner 
looking to upgrade to something newer 
and larger, Lee Marine are on hand to give 
you the benefit of their long experience in 
all things nautical in Thailand. 

“Phuket is the ‘Monaco of Asia’”, says 
general manager Martin Holmes, “it is 
a beautiful island and is surrounded by 
some of the best cruising grounds in the 
world. As the island of Phuket gets busier 
we find more people looking to get out 
on the water at weekends and to spend 
quality time in peace and quiet. Privacy is 
luxury, after all” 

Lee Marine have a large list of pre-owned 
boats for sale of all sizes and budgets 
and are very active in brokerage sales 
with three full time yacht brokers working 
out of Boat Lagoon Marina and Yacht 
Haven Marina. “We offer a great service to 
buyers and sellers alike and our brokers 
are passionate yachtsmen with a broad 
experience themselves so we enjoy 
meeting new clients, listening to their 
requirements and matching them to a 
suitable boat”, said Holmes. 

Lee Marine are also well established 
dealers for some of the world’s best 
production boat builders and offer a 
full range of vessels from the following 
marques:

RIVA YACHTS
Timeless and Boundless Passion
The Riva name is synonymous with Italian 
excellence, style and craftsmanship and 
its unique heritage draws on 170 years 
of experience making Riva a brand of 
undisputed celebrity and status.

In the year 2000 Riva joined the Ferretti 
Group, one of the world’s leaders in 
the design, construction and sale of 
motoryachts. Since then, the combination 
of marine technologies and design has 
shaped Rivas new style and todays range 
offers 13 models in three distinct ranges; 
Open, Coupe and Flybridge. 2014 brings 
two exciting new models releases for Riva 

including the innovative Miami 88’ and the 
aluminium superyacht Mythos 122’.

FERRETTI YACHTS
Feel the Difference
Ferretti Yachts are widely recognized 
as the finest production motor yachts 
available today. With superb engineering 
and advanced construction techniques, 
they offer the best of ‘Made in Italy’ 
excellence with no compromise on design, 
appeal and safety. All models are built to 
CE design category A “Ocean” and are at 
the forefront of pleasure yacht technology. 
Innovation is a major part of the Ferretti 
DNA and every yacht launched is packed 
with superb features that truly set them 
apart from the rest. Quintessentially 
Italian: know-how and a style like no other. 
Intelligenza Nautica Italiana.
Ferretti Yachts offer a full range of planing 
flybridge motoryachts from 50 to 96 feet.

FERRETTI CUSTOM LINE
A Tailor Made Philosophy
Ferretti Custom Line was established in 
1996 to meet the demand for a range 
of tailor-made planing flybridge yachts 
over 30 metres for the most discerning of 
owners. A natural extension of the Ferretti 
Yacht range, the four models on offer 
today, the 97’, 100’, 112’ NEXT and the 
124’, provide plenty of living and cabin 
space coupled with solutions designed to 
optimize onboard living while ensuring the 
owner the highest level of privacy.

PERSHING
The Engine of your Ideas
The Pershing range stands out for its 
superior performance, continuous stylistic 
development, top quality materials and 
painstakingly designed interiors that offer 
ultimate comfort. Advanced construction 
methods, powerful engines reaching 7400 
HP and the use of surface propellers, 
hydrojets and gas turbines all combine 
to give Pershing yachts a distinctively 
sporting trim and up to 50 knot peak 
speeds. Once you experience the passion 
behind every Pershing, every other boat 

THAILANDS LEADING BROKERAGE AND NEW YACHT DEALERSHIP

Q&A WITH  MANAGING DIRECTOR JOSHUA LEE

YOU ARE THE FOUNDER AND MANAGING 
DIRECTOR OF LEE MARINE. HOW DID THE 
COMPANY COME ABOUT?

I’m often asked this. The short story is I was living 
and working in Hong Kong when the July 1997 
handover came along and the company I was 
working with decided to relocate to Singapore. I 
took a break and went to grab my 37ft sailing boat 
from the Whitsundays. Two friends and I sailed it to 
Singapore having a great time along the way. When 
I arrived the idea of wearing a suit and tie had lost 
its appeal and we ended up in Phuket. When I went 
to sell the yacht and return home, I found that there 
was no real yacht brokerage so Lee Marine was 
born.

WHAT HAVE BEEN THE DEFINING MOMENTS 
IN YOUR 18 YEARS IN CHARGE?

Selling my first new Riviera in 1998 was definitely a 
defining moment for myself and the company. We 
learnt a great deal about after sales service, dealing 
with shipyards and high client expectation. Another 
one was the opening of our designer showroom 
combined with a fine dining restaurant, The Water-
mark, in 2003. In reality though the defining 
moments come about when important clients talk 
to their friends in a complimentary way about our 
products and service.

HOW’S THE MARKET IN THAILAND?

Well if you think of what it was liked 20 years ago, 
it has shown astonishing growth without a doubt. I 
was here in the era of one marina with 20 berthed 
boats. Now we have 6 marinas and approaching 
1500 berthed boats so that probably answers your 
question. The cruising grounds have always been 
here but the infrastructure and professional services 
have been slow to catch up. Strangely the market is 
still predominantly boats with foreign owners, 
however the Thai market is strengthening and will 
only go in one direction.

WHATS HOT AND WHATS NOT IN YOUR 
RANGE OF BOATS FOR SALE AT THE 
MOMENT? ANY STAND OUT MODELS?

Depending on what you like, and of course your 
budget, but the most honest boats for cruising the 
tropics here are the Riviera’s for sure. But, if you 
want to splash out, then the new Pershing 70 would 
have to be the ultimate day boat for Phuket. For the 
world’s best flybridge boats with a ‘limousine ride’ 
the Ferretti Yacht range are simply the best you can 
get, but on a high performance Pershing Yacht you 
will see a lot in one day traveling at 45 knots in 
complete comfort. The entire range of Pershing 
Yachts would have to be my personal favorite.

WHATS THE MOST REWARDING PART OF 
YOUR BUSINESS LIFE?

I can’t go past listening to a happy client explain 
their adventures on board. It’s very satisfying 
hearing (and sometimes enjoying with them) the 
priceless memories they have banked forever.

HOW DO YOU SEE THE SOUTH EAST ASIAN 
MARKET DEVELOPING IN YEARS TO COME?

In a word; strongly. High end luxury boating was 
always the preserve of the Caribbean and Pacific. 
Then, in the 50’s and 60’s, the Mediterranean came 
into the picture, but the new and yet to be fully 
discovered area has to be South East Asia. Govern-
ments need to work together in this tourism and 
hospitality sector to provide the permits, services 
and security required then it will boom! I recently 
returned from Raja Amput in Indonesia. If you 
haven’t seen it, trust me, it blows the traditional 
cruising areas of the world away.

ANY ADVICE FOR THE FIRST TIME BOAT 
BUYER?

Buy from a broker or dealer that is happy and 
passionate. They are usually the ones that don’t cut 
corners and provide the service level you expect 
from start to finish.

WWW.LEEMARINE.COM
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pHUket BoAt LAgooN HomeS

Phuket Boat Lagoon is a well-
known, marina development 
established 20 years ago. 

We are in an ideal location at the center of 
Phuket island; 25 minutes away from the 
international airport, 5 minutes from the 
British International School, 20 minutes 
from Phuket International Academy, and 
10 minutes to Big C, Tesco, Central 
Festival, and the up and coming Central 
Embassy and Blu Pearl — the most 
luxurious shopping mall in Asia. We are 
just 15 minutes away from the historic 
old town of Phuket, Loch Palm Golf 
Club, Phuket Country Club, and Bangkok 
International Hospital; 20 minutes from 
the beaches of Patong and Bangtao, 
and 30 minutes from Blue Canyon 
golf course. Driving to places is very 
convenient here, and the most practical 
way to travel. 

There is a full service marina, commercial 
shops, and residential project. The 
communal facilities include gated security 
with 24-hour guards, Siam Commercial 
Bank, Villa Market, nine restaurants, a 
bakery, medical park, dental and skin 
clinic, spa, offices, salon, swimming 
pool, and fitness center. There are 
private reserves of water resources to 
ensure water will always be available to 
residents (very important in Phuket during 
the dry season). All the power lines are 
located underground to give a beautiful, 
streamlined upscale development look. 

The entrance to the marina is clearly 
marked by the nautical theme signage 
next to the PTT petrol station at Koh Kaew 
junction. A warm and lively ambiance 
welcomes you when entering the project 
with people cycling, driving, walking, or 
even traveling about in a buggy. 

Residents do not need to leave the 
complex as everything is within walking 
distance, providing all the comforts of daily 
life, and the luxury of being a home owner. 

Marina Properties Asia is an exclusive 
property agent for the residential project in 
Boat Lagoon. We manage properties for 
short-term rental: daily, weekly, monthly, or 
long-term. The property can be purchased 
and rented out at high occupancy rates, 
providing good investment returns. 

Vacant land plots are for sale with land 
sizes from 620 sq m. You can build your 
own dream home or we can build it for 
you. 

Ready-to-move-in houses are available 
— from cozy 2 bedroom waterfront 
condominiums to 6 bedroom luxury pool 
villas. Prices start from THB6m for the 
smaller properties to THB120m for the 
larger homes.

There are a range of homes to suit 
individual requirements: 

•	 Furnished or unfurnished options are 
available; 

•	 Different styles of decoration such 
as traditional Thai style, tropical, 
contemporary, minimalist, or modern; 

•	 Small pool or large free form 
swimming pool with slide; 

•	 Housemaid cleaning service, garden 
service, swimming pool service; 

•	 Private mooring for boat lovers 
in front of their home — a unique 
concept of boating and living; 

•	 Boat owners can leave their boats in 
the marina in wet berth or hardstand. 

There are various contractors providing 
a very good quality repair and refitting 
service at competitive prices. Residents 
can enjoy the benefit of a great location 
living near to all the important places. 
This is a real international family-friendly 

community, especially for children 
attending the international school. They 
can easily make new friends and feel 
at home in a secure environment. The 
prime location and unique marina village 
development concept is truly a distinctive 
factor. This is a prestigious address, 
sought after by homeowners and investors 
alike. 

The Marina Properties Asia office is 
located next to Les Diables bakery on the 
Boat Lagoon boardwalk. 

You will enjoy living at Boat Lagoon! 

Marina Properties Asia, 20 Moo 2, 
Thepkasattri Road, Koh Kaew, Muang, 
Phuket 83000
Tel. +66-76-238-948
Email: info@phuketpropertytrip.com 
www.phuketpropertytrip.com

w w w.phuketproper t ytr ip.com

PHUKET BoaT Lagoon HomEs
E xc lu s i v E  A g E n t  f o r  B oAt  l A g o o n  P r o P E r t y:  s A l E ,  r E s A l E ,  s h o r t  t E r m  & lo n g  t E r m  r E n tA l
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Wet Berth / hard Stand / travel lift 50 tonS / WorkShop / ContraCtorS

A new Marina in Krabi!

krABi BoAt LAgooN

Krabi Boat Lagoon is a new 
marina opened in late 2012 
and built by the same group 
that own and operate the 
successful Phuket Boat 
Lagoon. This new marina has 
berths for up to 80 vessels, 
a hard stand for up to 100 
boats, a 50 ton travel lift, 
workshops, and contractor 
services.  

Krabi is becoming a popular global 
holiday destination, and with a connecting 
international airport and short driving 
distance to nearby provinces, Krabi is 
undeniably booming, providing an eye-
catching opportunity for everyone. Krabi is 
famous for its beautiful natural environment, 
such as Phi Phi Island and Hong Island, 
with white sandy beaches, waterfalls, 
emerald pool, and charming, friendly town. 

The marina is tucked away in a mangrove 
near to the Had Yao area. It is easily 
reached by a 15-minute drive from Krabi 
International Airport. Entrance by sea is 
clearly marked and the lowest tide depth 
is 1.5 meters. The marina provides good 
shelter during the monsoon season and is 
a viable alternative to the often exposed 
marinas in Phuket. Being only a 15-minute 
drive from the recently opened Tesco, Big 
C, and Macro, this marina is close to all 
the amenities that were previously the sole 
domain of Phuket.

Krabi Boat Lagoon has also built a 
modern condominium complex around the 
marina. It is one of the most competitive 
and affordably priced waterfront 
condominium developments in the world. 
Conveniently located 2.5 hours from 
Phuket International Airport, and only 1 
hour by speed boat from Phuket; Krabi 
Boat Lagoon provides the perfect marina 
hub for arguably one of the best boating 
destinations in the region.

The Cleat Condominium is sold under a 
freehold strata structure, meaning that 
foreigners can own up to 49% of the units. 
The developer offers a rental management 
service to provide an attractive rental 
yield. Rooms are now rented out on a 
daily, weekly, or monthly basis to add 
to the facilities of the marina. Property 
price appreciation is an incentive to all 
discerning buyers too. 

The condominium project is a low-rise 
building with 3 floors and a total of only 
45 rooms. Each room is decorated in a 
different style, from contemporary nautical 
to a modern theme. The units overlooking 
the marina present a luxury waterfront 
location with an unobstructed view. This 
is a rare opportunity to own units with 
boat moorings. Some units offer a lush 
tropical mangrove view. A fresh sea breeze 
gently blows into the room when you 
wake up to view the sunrise and sunset 
on the penthouse rooftop. It is a perfect 
residential community for: 

•	 Retirees who seek privacy and 
tranquillity — a luxurious natural 
environment in space and time; 

•	 Marina lovers;
•	 Boat owners looking for a place to 

keep their boat and home together in 
a secure and convenient location;

•	 Wise investors seeking a different 
choice for property investment. 

The Krabi Boat Lagoon marina 
development is clearly a unique project 
with only a limited supply of units. 
Residents also get access to the 
Clubhouse: a leisure facility featuring a 
swimming pool, fitness center, and library. 
The innovative parrot fish design of the 
swimming pool gives a feeling of total 
relaxation, highlighting the distinctive 
character of the marina. It is a great 
place to host a wedding or party. Two 
restaurants have already opened to serve 
residents, with more soon to follow.

Krabi Boat Lagoon Co.,Ltd.
175 Moo 2, Ban Klongsai, Talingchan, 
Nueakhlong, Krabi, Thailand 
Tel: +66-75-656-017, 08-6281-0330
Email: info@krabiboatlagoon.com
VHF: 67
GPS: N 08º00’43.6 E 098º57’42.1
www.krabiboatlagoon.com

Low-rise condominiums (only 24 units) with marina sea view starting from THB 3.1 mill (fully furnished). 
Holiday rentals available for short & long term. 

www.krabiboatlagoon.com
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During Sex: The potential to bruise the 
mood during sex is legendary and fraught 
with most self-doubt. The checklists of 
worries during sex are many: Mostly, who 
sits on whose face? Is this love with sex or 
sex with love? 
Foreplay? How much and how wet? Who 
sets the pace? Me first? You first? Go for 
simultaneous? Once more in the morning? 
Go for doubles? Get some aid? Get some 
protection? Get some lotion? Get some 
toys? How should I smell, taste and per-
spire? And the ultimate wonderment: What 
orifices are in play?
Her: “Is it in yet? Your organ is not very big, 
sweetie?” Him: “I did not know I was going 
to have to play in a cathedral, darling.”
Women fake orgasms to have relationships. 
Men fake relationships to have orgasms. 

commercials. Although opportunities were 
flooding in, he wanted to participate in long-
er-lasting projects requiring more in-depth 
research and creativity. Cinema could bring 
him exactly that, and just as with his first job 
in Paris, he began knocking on doors, usu-
ally those of trailers on production sets, until 
one day someone let him in. “I was 24 when 
I was hired for my first international produc-
tion job in Vietnam. I remember I was petri-
fied at the prospect of meeting with Harvey 
Keitel for our first preparation work, but he 
realized this and smiled, gave me some 
water and even massaged my shoulders to 
make me feel relaxed.” 

As often in the design fields of fashion and 
style, there is a “French touch” that surely 
explains why there are close to 300 hair 
stylists in the French cinema. It is mainly 
through this network that specialist hair-
dressers are offered jobs not only in local 
productions but also in top international 
films. As a stylist (in fact, one who not only 
deals with hair design but also all kinds of 
hair pieces like moustaches, side whiskers, 
beards and so on) starting to build a repu-
tation and gain experience, it is not unusual 
for directors or actors themselves to ask for 
a specific name. Just like every participant 
on the project, a chief hairdresser receives 
a script to research, prepare and budget. 
“Close collaboration starts with the director 
by exchanging ideas, exploring possibilities 
— and then at every stage of the shooting 
we are always there correcting and rear-
ranging between two takes.” 

Some period movies are particularly chal-
lenging. “Productions such as “Prince of 
Persia” or Sofia Coppola’s “Marie An-
toinette” were amazing logistically and 
provided creative challenges. On period 
movies like these, keeping budgets, time 
management and organization under con-
trol can be quite stressful. The team at the 
workshop is constantly restyling and clean-
ing wigs, while the main actors are styled 

tHe troUBLe witH SeXiN tHe CUttiNg room

Sex is wonderful — gooey, 
but wonderful neverthe-
less, don’t get me wrong. So 
why would I want to make a 
list of the troubles involved 
with sex? My raison d’etre 
for writing this article is that 
maybe the wonder of sex 
could improve, if only one 
could learn from the trouble 
caused by it. Well here we go.

The trouble with sex is not just who should 
sleep on the wet spot? That’s a worry for 
sure — but there are far bigger issues 
to consider before, during and after “the 
deed” that deserve our attention. Before 
sex, both men and women seem to have 
some anxiety about size, performance and 
aesthetics: 

1. Size: Will I be big enough or small 
enough? Perky enough or flat enough? 
Rounded enough or rippled enough? 
A man and a woman are drinking them-
selves into having sex with each other. She 
is getting loose and he is getting tight and, 
when they finally get into bed, they find 
neither is either. 

2. Performance: Is anybody really into this? 
Is anybody really in? Can I hold on long 
enough or short enough? Can I fake it until 
we make it? Can I find the fine line between 
friction and frustration? How important is the 
tongue really? How can I feature my best 
parts and part my best features. Is there any 
gain in being honest? Should he take a blue 
pill or should she be doing any prep-work?
Question: Why do most men come first 
during sex? Answer: Who cares?
Question: What is the best thing to come 
out of a penis? Answer: Wrinkles

3. Aesthetics: Do I look like a sexual fan-
tasy or a crazed relative? Should I dress 
to undress, or does that look too desper-
ate? Who undresses whom? What clothes 
should be left on? How much hair or how 
little hair will be attractive to him or to her? 
What should be seen and what should 
not? How bright is the ambient lighting or is 
it to be sex by brail. 
Women wearing a bikini expose about 94% 
of their body. Men are so polite as to only 
stare at the 6% covered. 
Question: How do you spot a blind man in 
a nudist colony? Answer: No erection. 

Recently settled in Phuket, 
Olivier Seyfrid is a hairdress-
er for the cinema. At the top 
of an international career, 
his resume boasts the most 
impressive list of prestigious 
names and references. 

From Woody Allen to Martin Scorsese, from 
Johnny Depp to Robert De Niro, from “Ma-
rie Antoinette” to “Mamma Mia”, his story 
is all the more fascinating as he operates 
behind the scenes in a profession that is 
seldom talked about, despite its constant 
presence on the screen as one of the main 
ingredients that bring fiction to reality.

Besides his looks, reminiscent of a long 
haired Daniel Craig, when he was a 
teenager there was little to indicate that 
Olivier Seyfrid would later be standing next 
to some of the most acclaimed directors 
in modern cinema. In fact, nothing could 
predict that he would even become a 
hairdresser. That is, nothing except the 
possibility of romance: “I come from a 
little mountain village in northeast France 
called Vagenbourg. My father used to get 
his hair cut at a friend’s salon where the 
most beautiful girl used to work. In order 
to get to her, I asked my father if his friend 
could give me a summer job. He was a 
little bit worried that his thirteen year old 
boy wanted to become a hairdresser but 
nevertheless agreed to help. In the end, I 
kept the job but never got the girl.” 

After the first few years of apprenticeship, 
school and training, Olivier soon started 
dreaming of the bigger picture. “I had 
become really fond of this job, but the day 
to day life of a provincial hairdresser wasn’t 
for me. I packed my stuff in my Austin Mini 
and drove to Paris. I went straight to the 
famous punk hair salon Rock Hair asking 
for work. The boss challenged me to find 
someone in the street and show what I 
could do. As I returned with a volunteer 
after just a few seconds, he said there 
was no need for a demonstration as I had 
broken a record — no one had come back 
so quickly with someone. I was 18.” 

Always afraid of being trapped in a routine, 
Seyfrid pursued every opportunity to try 
different things. Cinema didn’t come straight 
away but creative hair styling started with 
a group of dancers that performed at the 
downtown clubs and stages. This naturally 
led him to work with model agencies, and 
he soon moved on to fashion shows and 

After Sex: The feelings and behavior after 
sex are complicated and crucial to whether 
there will be more sex with this partner — 
whether there will even be conversation 
with this partner. Is mouthwash an insult or 
welcome? What time is it? Where the hell 
am I? Is honesty a good policy? Should 
we discuss the deed or not? Recount the 
good bits, or not? Will there be a little more 
fondling or hugging or will someone just 
sneak away sulking. 
Question: Do you smoke after sex? An-
swer: I don’t know, I never looked.
Question: What is the similarity between 
bungee jumping and having sex with a 
promiscuous partner? Answer: If the rubber 
breaks, you are really fckd. 
Phew! I guess Nike has it right about sex. 
Too much trouble — 

personally, needing constant attention to 
ensure continuity between two takes.” 

Coppola’s “Marie Antoinette” remains one 
of Olivier Seyfrid’s favorite experiences as 
his work and that of his team is so evident 
on the screen. Furthermore, Francis Ford 
Coppola was there which gave the whole 
experience an even bigger dimension. “I 
remember how Sofia asked the whole team 
to hold hands in a circle before the very first 
shoot. It’s also during that movie that she 
met the love of her life” (Thomas Mars from 
the French band Phoenix). When asked if 
he had favorite (and least favorite) actors, 
Olivier mentions Jean Reno, who marked 
his youth with the film “The Big Blue”, and 
was very genuine, although had a discreet 
temper. Sometimes Seyfrid has refused to 
work with actors who didn’t show enough 
respect (but he won’t mention names). At 
some stage, he hopes to work with Sean 
Penn, one of his favorite actors.

It’s cinema that first brought Seyfrid to Asia. 
Early in his career, he traveled to Vietnam, 
where he actually lived for four years, and 
later to Cambodia, Laos and Thailand. 
“Until finally three years ago I came back 
to Thailand, fell in love, got married and 
became a daddy a year ago.” Although he 
loves traveling and working abroad, the lat-
est events in his private life have made him 
reflect on a new project that would allow 
him to spend more time in Phuket. “I want 
to create a workshop making hair pieces 
and wigs especially for cinema. No one 
does this in Thailand and although most 
producers were hesitant in the past year to 
come and work here, it looks as if they are 
coming back and opportunities will arise for 
local activities directed exclusively towards 
the movie business. I would also be happy 
to train local talent in new skills — how 
about a wig specially made in Phuket for 
Sean Penn?”. 

www.hairfrancewigs.com
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Thanyapura is leading the 
way in the future of pro 
cycling in Thailand. The 
world-class sports, health, 
education and lifestyle centre 
recently welcomed former 
professional cyclist Nick Gates 
as the Director of the Cycling 
Academy. 

With Phuket’s tremendous potential 
as a cycling destination, Nick will 
be spearheading the expansion of 
Thanyapura’s cycling offerings. The 
two-time Tour de France rider has over 
15 years of experience in cycling and 
previously won the Commonwealth Bank 
Classic and the Australian National Road 
Race title. Bikinis & Martinis spoke to 
Nick about what makes Thanyapura 
and Phuket the ideal training location for 
cyclists and triathletes. 

Why did you move to Phuket?
I came and had a look at Thanyapura 
and thought the facilities were fantastic. 
Immediately I knew there was a chance 
to do something good at Thanyapura to 
generate more interest in cycling at both 
the world class sporting facility and in 
Phuket.

What facilities are offered at 
Thanyapura to optimise athletic 
performance?
A lot of people have fitness gadgets but 
not everyone knows how to use them. We 
are working on trying to raise awareness 
on what you need to do to use these 
gadgets to improve fitness. We have got 
a CompuTraining room, which is a state 
of the art facility where people can come 
and measure their training zone, heart 
rate, wattage and cadence. A lot of the 
old fitness machines measured heart 
rate. We have now changed to measuring 
power and that is what the CompuTrainer 
does. Power is simply the power you put 
through the pedals. It is good to know 
what your average power would be over 
a sustained effort so athlete’s can gage 
themselves off their power metre.

What makes Phuket an ideal cycling 
destination?
The weather for one – even if it’s wet, it’s 
warm. It’s safe to ride here, as there is 
a big shoulder on the main road. On the 
other roads we train on, there is hardly any 

CyCLiSt NiCk gAteS

traffic so it’s really good. The Thai people 
are also pretty patient when it comes to 
bike riders.

The terrain in Phuket is very different to 
what you were used to in Sydney, what 
is the most challenging part of training 
here in Thailand?
There are some really tough little areas to 
cycle on around Phuket. Around Naithon 
Beach, there are a lot of short, steep 
climbs, which is probably the toughest I 
have ridden but although it is pretty hilly 
and hard in some areas, the views and the 
roads are beautiful. 

What is the state of cycling in Thailand?
Cycling has really taken off in Thailand. I 
have been to a few races around Thailand 
where there have been thousands of 
people on the start line, so it is obvious 
that the numbers are there. There are a 
lot of people who ride bikes but there are 
also a lot who need educating, so we are 
trying to implement training platforms and 

educate them along the way to improve 
their performance. If we do that, I think the 
sport will grow a lot further in the next few 
years.  

How do you plan to create more cycling 
awareness globally and in Thailand?
We have already started to build more 
awareness around cycling in Phuket and 
Thailand. At Thanyapura, we have created 
the High-Performance Junior Triathlon 
Team and Cycling Team, where a handful 
of our top coaches work to improve and 
develop the junior triathletes/cyclists. We 
have held a number of cycling events as 
well. In April, we hosted the Grand Fondo 
at Thanyapura, which is a 120km bike 
ride and more than 250 people took part. 
Towards the end of the year, on November 
15th, we will be holding another exciting 
event - the Phuket Cycling Race powered 
by Thanyapura. Keep an eye out on our 
website for more details. 

www.thanyapura.com 

E X C L U S I V E  I N T E R V I E W
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Sports Engineering And 
Recreation Asia Ltd. (Seara) 
represents the finest in 
recognized fitness brands, 
sports materials and expertise 
to assist in the design for any 
commercial or retail fitness / 
recreational project. 

Their years of experience in Thailand 
and the region in both quality fitness 
equipment and sports construction 
materials truly set this company apart 
as they provide a full solution for top 
notch recreational or sport facilities from 
conceptual design to delivering quality 
products and after sales service. The 
company’s headquarters are located 
in Bangkok with branch offices and 
showrooms in Phuket, Pattaya, Samui, Ho 
Chi Minh, Phnom Penh and Yangon. 

Seara is the exclusive supplier of fitness 
brands from America including Life 
Fitness, Hammer Strength, Octane 
Fitness, Vectra and Power Plate. Combine 
these top end equipment with Seara’s 
consultative approach to selling and a true 
partnership evolves that results in facilities 
that exceed the customer’s expectations. 

Seara also owns and operates two of 
the finest Health Clubs in Thailand. The 
Cascade Club in Bangkok and the RPM 
Health Club located in the Royal Phuket 
Marina. Both clubs feature the latest in 
high end fitness equipment along with 
certified Personal Trainers leading the way 
to the latest fitness trends. RPM Health 
Club recently opened its new Training 
Studio which is unlike any other exercise 
room seen in Thailand. Used for group 
training classes but also a playground for 
fitness enthusiasts to practice the latest 
cross fit style of exercises and functional 
training. Whether it’s Body Pump, Body 
Combat, Spinning, Yoga, Pilates, Vibration 
Training or Functional Training, RPM 
Health Club has the equipment, the 
knowledge and motivation to keep you 
healthy.

Tel: 076 304-307-8
phuket@searasports.com
www.searasports.com

SeArA
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roBert goNSALveS 

The Canadian artist Robert Gonsalves is the 
king of optical illusions. He fuses two paint-
ings into one in a magical way. By combining 
his two different stories into one painting your 
brain is forced to remove the border between 
the two arts and continiously switch from one 
to another.

So, while it is probably true that 3D print-
ing isn’t luxury, it is going to get a luxury 
guy trying to make sense of it, and writing 
about it here. From time to time, and I’ll 
tell you what’s happening. I’d appreciate 
your input about the impact of 3D printing 
on your community, and opinions about 
my writing, the industry or the world at 
large, but save the equipment/tech stuff 
for the forums. 

Michael Aumock is a business consult-
ant and writer, as well as the Director – 
ASEAN for Image Tranforms, 3D Printing 
Solutions www.imagetransforms.com 
You can mock his opinions at mjaumock@
gmail.com

CAN yoU 3d priNt LUXUry?

The answer is, sadly... no. 
At least not yet. I’m sure it’s 
not too long before you can 
3D print with precious metals 
and jewellers can create 
one of a kind designs with 
platinum or gold.

But that’s just it. Once it’s created, it can 
be scanned and recreated. I mean, like, 
THAT DAY.

Is that luxury?

I’ve always said that true luxury has 
something to do with craftsmanship, 
and a promise of longevity. Part of luxury 
comes from trust, and a feeling of a future 
relationship...like that brand or product will 
be around for awhile to share with the next 
generation. 

3D printing is the opposite of that, espe-
cially at the moment. The industry is about 
to turn Earth on it’s ear. There is some 
seriously sic-fi shit happening daily. Most 
of it only makes the news when it’s cute, 
or a gun. Or food.

However, that is the small potatoes. 
Just like software 25 years ago, the real 
magic is happening in dark little rooms 
and basements and labs around the 
world.

But unlike software, there is so much more 
to 3D printing than just ones and zeros. 
And the people who are learning and 
experimenting are fearless and flexible and 
believe there are no rules. So, there aren’t! 
They are finding a way to do things that un-
til someone did the thing before the other 
thing would have been inconceivable!

Follow me so far?

Anyway... the real reason for this article…
I’ve been offered a seat in the nose cone 
of the 3D printing rocket-ship.

One of the best known names in the 
3D printing industry has hired a com-
pany called Image Transforms to be the 
distributor of their world class 3D printers 
and accessories & products across the 
ASEAN region. 

And Image Transforms has tapped me to 
lead the charge. I am the Director of 3D 
Printing Solutions for the entire ASEAN 
region. 

This means I will have a VIP pass to all the 
changes and amazing technological ad-
vances that occur in the industry, and be 
able to (hopefully) analyze them and add a 
few smart-ass comments and put them in 
easily digestible form here. 

This should make it easy to keep up with 
some important parts of the industry, and 
give you insight beyond prosthetics for 
stray dogs and do-it-yourself “Stormtroop-
er” costumes. Both of which are important 
(and one of which I have hanging in my 
closet), but neither of which is AS impor-
tant as the ability to 3D print the frame of 
an aorta and then populating it with live 
stem cells which will create actual human 
tissue to repair a heart. Or taking an X-ray 
of a damaged part of the space shuttle 
and being able to find the fault and print a 
new one IN SPACE.
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family or a refreshing swim in the dreamy 
turquoise waters of the Andaman Sea. For 
those who prefer a little exercise, the sea 
and a whole host of other activities are a 
short stroll away.

In addition, the project has the required 
Government EIA (Environmental Impact As-
sessment) approval, so you can be assured 
our environmental management practices 
are to the highest standard and all within a 
secure, gated community.

Good things come and go and you should 
take advantage when the opportunity 
arises. Buying an apartment at Diamond 
Condominium is such an opportunity - the 
ultimate coastal lifestyle is waiting for you. 
For more information contact us today.
 
Sales Office +66 (0) 76 325 585   
French / Dutch +66 (0) 86 102 3463
Thai / Eng +66 (0) 95 079 6565 
www.diamondcondominium.com    
facebook : diamondcondo

eXperieNCe tHe ULtimAte 
CoAStAL LifeStyLe 

For thousands of years, 
the diamond has reigned 
supreme among the gems 
of this planet. It is timeless 
and truly the ultimate 
symbol of sophistication and 
refinement. 

That’s why we have named our premium 
residential development “Diamond Condo-
minium.” We firmly believe that our project 
offers you the highest quality, yet at a 
surprisingly affordable price! 

A quality community is hard to find, and is 
often unattainable for most people because 
it is priced beyond their means. This is not 
the case, however, at Diamond Condo-
minium. Project Manager and Developer 
Jo D’Hondt, with unerring determination, 
states: “We want to build something that 
people want to buy; something that has 
good quality, is great value and in a prime 
location for a correct and affordable price.”
And indeed he stays true to what he 
believes and is committed to delivering his 

promises! Diamond Condominium en-
joys breathtaking panoramic views of this 
tropical paradise and apartments come 
at surprisingly affordable prices. Ranging 
from 3.07 to 9.7 million Baht, there is a 
selection of well-designed and practical 
1 and 2 bedroom floor plans to choose 
from. Simply put, it’s not only an amazingly 
affordable dream but a dream come true. 
Whether you want an invigorating swim or 
a relaxing time with family and friends, at 
the heart of our project are four swimming 
pools plus a jacuzzi set within 2,000 sqm of 
park-like tropical landscaping. With a total 
land size of approximately 8,480 sqm, the 
388 units will be professionally managed by 
Jones Lang LaSalle. Diamond Condomini-
um we offer investors a 7% guaranteed 
return on investment for 3 years.

Words and expressions come and go and 
eventually lose their essence. Nevertheless, 
“Location, Location, Location” still holds 
true today and should never be ignored 
when investing in real estate. The site for 
this premium community has been carefully 
selected, and enjoys a prime location 
between Laguna and Surin Beaches, 
one of the most sought-after areas on this 
island paradise. Set amidst a spectacular 
tropical landscape with the Andaman Sea 
to the West and lush tropical mountains to 
the East, a cooling breeze on your skin and 
fresh air to breathe are part of the Diamond 
experience. 

Time spent at Diamond Condominium will 
provide you with all the conveniences that 
make for a perfect holiday. At Diamond 
you are ideally located between Laguna 
and Surin Beaches and are surrounded by 
restaurants, shopping centres, luxury spas 
and massage facilities and perhaps most 
importantly, you are just minutes from some 
of the regions finest beaches. Our shut-
tle bus is available to take you to unspoilt 
Bangtao Beach for a fun day out with your 

eXperieNCe the ultimate 
Coastal liFestyle7%

GUARANTEED
RETURN

ON INVesTMeNT

FOR 3 yeaRs

BEST SELLING
Condominium project 

in phuket! 
Project under 

CONSTRUCTION

Over 2’000 sqm of POOL and park-like TROPIcaL LaNDscaPe
 
•	 short walk to bangtao beach & laguna area
•	 unlimited amenities for your lifestyle activities
•	 only 20min from/to phuket international airport
•	 Nearby shopping and dining street
•	 gourmet restaurants between surin beach & laguna area 

property managed by

tel (english) +66 (0) 95 079 6565
tel (French/Dutch) +66 (0) 86 102 3463
facebook.com/Diamond condominium Bangtao
www.diamondcondominium.com
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6tH AveNUe SUriN &
pALmyrAH SUriN

Sai and Danny are 
established property 
developers with an 
interesting background. For 
the past decade, they’ve 
been involved in various 
property developments 
in one way or another, 
involving sales, marketing, 
planning, construction and 
administration. They’ve 
both earned a reputation as 
“hands-on” operators, having 
contributed to the success 
of several projects around 
Phuket Island. We had the 
opportunity to meet them and 
ask them a few questions.

Tell us about yourselves.
Danny – I’m a Thai Belgian born in Bang-
kok and spent my childhood in France and 
Switzerland. I came back to Thailand 10 
years ago to seek new work opportunities 
and enjoy the better quality of life that Asia 
has to offer. I was given the opportunity to 
work in real estate: selling property in vari-
ous areas around Thailand.

Sai – I’m a Bangkok City woman. After 
graduation, I joined a marketing firm pro-
moting holiday destinations. This led me to 
travel around by myself, and I ended up in 
Europe for a few inspiring years. In 2007, I 
came back to Thailand and based myself 
in Phuket.

What happened then?
Throughout our years in the field, we’ve 
had the opportunity to invest in property 
and generate good capital gains and rental 
returns and that has enabled us to acquire 
land and become property developers.

Why Phuket?
Phuket has so much to offer in terms of 
quality lifestyle and living standards. The 
weather is warm all year round and the 
beaches are just magnificent.

Geographically, Phuket is at the center of 
a region of the world that is economically 
thriving. We are gifted with an international 
airport that connects us with all the major 
cities in the region. It is like a paradise 
retreat smack in the middle of a booming 
economical expanse.

You’ve based yourselves in Surin Beach, 
why?
Surin Beach is considered to be one of 
the top beaches on Phuket Island. I mean, 
just look at it! Its beauty is unprecedented. 
We are literally surrounded by 5 star hotels 
and high-end residential homes. There 
are excellent restaurants and beach clubs 
servicing this community. The people we 
meet here are so fresh and alive; it’s hard 
to describe, you’ve just got to be here to 
understand.

What are you developing in Surin Beach?
Last year, we started developing a con-
dominium project we named 6th Avenue 
Surin, located only 650 meters walking 
distance from the beach and comprising 
137 units in total (www.6avenuephuket.
com). Construction is well under way and 
completion is set for December 2015. We 

launched a second project in November, 
which is just 300 meters from Surin Beach 
comprising 164 affordable units that we 
named Palmyrah Surin (www.palmyrah-
surin.com). You will appreciate its prime 
location and convenience being right next 
to all the 5 Star hotels of Surin and more 
importantly, just a short walk from the 
beach.

What made you design these types of 
properties?
Throughout our years in the real estate 
sector, we had the chance to meet many 
people seeking to buy vacation homes or 
permanent residences around the island. 
What we saw was an increasing demand 
for affordable properties in high-end loca-
tions such as Surin, where most available 
properties here are in a much higher price 
range due to limited land and increasing 
land value, thus limiting development pos-
sibilities. Our products cater to this demand 
for affordability.

Can a foreigner own property here?
Yes of course they can, why else would we 
be doing business here? It is worth noting 
that most buyers are foreign nationals from 
all around the world. That also explains why 
we’ve never really felt any slow-downs, as 
there is always someone from somewhere 
wanting to buy a property.

You both seem somewhat young to be 
doing this….
Indeed, we started young, but you need to 
bear in mind that age is only a number. One 

important thing is never to stop learning. 
We are born with one mouth and two ears; 
this means that we should listen twice as 
much as we speak. It’s a proven fact that 
you learn quicker that way.

Where do you see yourself in the future?
Here, right here in Phuket. We are offering 
management services to all our clients, 
who want to rent their properties out. Our 
developments represent us, so our pres-
ence is paramount. We will continue to 
do what we do best and offer attractive 
products to people looking to have a better 
lifestyle and a good annual return. After all, 
who wouldn’t want to live on a paradise 
island?

Is there anything you want to add?
We want to thank all the people we’ve 
had the chance to meet and work with in 
the past and present; without them we 
wouldn’t be able to live the great life that 
Phuket has to offer.

If you fancy a sunset drink, head down to 
Surin Beach! We might be there too…

6avenuephuket.com
palmyrahsurin.com

PALMYRAH 
SURIN

S U R I N
C O N D O M I N I U M

TH6 AVENUE

Ready to move in and generate 
income by March 2016. 

Book now!

Celebration Sale: Special 
Promotion for last 10 units!
CONTACT 076 270 218 / 085 403 0299

come see our show unit !

t u
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CHANdrA eXotiC CoLLeCtioN

The Chandra Exotic Collection 
is inspired by the spirit of 
Asia and island lifestyle. 
Made mostly from natural 
fibers such as delicate 
cottons and silks, the focus 
is on quality and fine detailed 
stitching.

Using exotic colors and prints Chandra has 
created unique and original pieces to flatter 
your looks and enhance your personality.
Chandra has created contemporary luxury 
fashion over the course of the past 11 
years. Apart from the Chandra Store at 
Surin Beach, Phuket, there are two more 
on the island of Koh Samui.

Chandra Phuket also offers an excellent 
selection of menswear, based on natural 
fibers and a neutral color scheme, but you 
can also find some funky prints. The Men’s 
Collection is simple yet spot-on for the hip 
island atmosphere.

Apart from clothing, Chandra also carries 
a range of accessories for the complete 
island look. You can find unusual, colourful 
leather handbags, jewellery, silk and cotton 
scarves and the most outstanding South 
American bikinis. If you are after a well-
designed look, a visit to Chandra is a must 
for your holiday itinerary.

Chandra Boutique
(opp. The Plaza Surin)
8/44 Moo 3 Cherngtalay,
Thalang, Phuket 83110
Tel: + 66 (0)76 621 552
Email: chandra.phuket@yahoo.com 
Website: chandra-exotic.com
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Those who are very active in the orgo-
nite movement often find that once they 
cover their home and work place with 
it, they want to expand their energeti-
cally liberated space further. Looking for 
offending frequency transmitters in their 
neighborhoods, they ‘gift’ local cell phone 
towers, power lines, and other stagnant 
energy spots with orgonite. In a short 
space of time whole neighborhoods can 
be liberated by rebalancing the energetics 
of the area. One of the most prolific gifters 
worldwide is Georg Ritschl from Orgonise 
Africa, who has gifted over 30,000 pieces 
across Southern Africa. I did an interview 
with Georg where he recounts how rivers 
that were dry for decades began flowing 
with water again when the energy of the 
land was brought into balance with orgo-
nite. You can check out my interview with 
Georg here http://www.akaida.com/blog/
akaida-podcast-002-orgonise-africa/

STAYING HEALTHY AND POSITIVE

Thousands of people have seen their lives 
change and health improved with orgonite, 
and the movement grows every day. In 
being more aware of our environment and 
health, we can not only restore our health 
and improve our quality of life, but also 
one by one, start creating a better world. 
I can say without doubt that orgonite has 
improved my quality of life and that of my 
family and friends. I hope you are inspired 
to become part of the orgonite move-
ment and see the effects yourself from this 
amazing material.

Masaki Miyagawa aka AKAIDA is based 
in Los Angeles and São Paulo, Brazil. He 
hosts the AKAIDA Podcast Show and is 
the artist behind AKAIDA PYRAMIDS. 
www.akaida.com

metal, and quartz crystal which balanc-
es the electrical signals around the body 
and restores harmony in our environment. 
Modern orgonite as we know it today was 
developed by two Americans: Karl Hans 
Welz and Don Croft.

In 1991, Karl Hans Welz, developed an 
orgone generator with a combination of 
plastic resin and metal shavings, and, 
taking inspiration from Reich, Welz called 
it orgonite. Shortly after, Don Croft took 
Welz’s idea and added the key component 
of quartz crystal (which greatly adds to 
the stability and energetics of the mate-
rial) — thus the current form of orgonite 
was born. While Wilhelm Reich himself 
did not use or invent the modern orgonite 
material — his orgone theory was key in 
the development of the modern orgonite 
movement.

It seems almost too simple that a com-
bination of resin, metal, and quartz 
crystal could be the answer to restor-
ing our health and environment, but for 
over two decades the reports have been 
consistently positive. Some commonly re-
ported effects of orgonite are listed below:

•	 Better sleep
•	 Improved mood
•	 Increased stamina
•	 Vivid dreams
•	 No longer affected by EMF
•	 Increased plant growth

The orgonite pyramids I make are person-
ally tested by me with applied kinesiol-
ogy (also called muscle testing), and it 
still impresses me to this day the number 
of clients who report the same positive ef-
fects without me mentioning it beforehand.

HOW DOES ORGONITE WORK?

The positive benefits of orgonite are 
overwhelming, but the big question is: 
How does it work? I have identified sev-
eral aspects that contribute to the orgone 
energy effect:

The Casimir Effect — a zero point energy 
effect. It was discovered that two metal 
surfaces close together, but not touching, 
could produce photons from the gap while 
energized by electromagnetic waves. The 

of electrosmog into our environment which 
didn’t exist as little as 20 years ago.

Cell phones and Wi-Fi have become part 
of modern life and the amount of digital 
frequencies broadcast into the air — and 
our bodies — increases daily. The trend is 
only accelerating with new conveniences 
such as the Apple Watch: putting trans-
mitters directly on to our bodies! With the 
information explosion, the level of artificial 
frequencies in our environment shows no 
signs of slowing down. Here are some 
documented health effects of Electromag-
netic Field (EMF) pollution:

•	 Stress and fatigue
•	 Depression
•	 Headaches
•	 Insomnia
•	 Difficulty in thinking clearly (head fog)
•	 Lowered immune system
•	 DNA alterations
•	 Cancer

Following international plans for ‘smart 
grids’, local power companies have intro-
duced electronic smart meters in many 
neighborhoods, emitting intense Radio 
Frequency (RF) radiation equal to 160 cell 
phones. It is common to see clusters of 
smart meters in apartment complexes 
with no regard to human health. Moreover, 
smart meters exceed Federal Commu-
nications Commission (FCC) regulations 
for RF strength, and are not Underwriters 
Laboratories (UL) certified like all other 
electronic devices!

Add to this, cell phone towers that seem 
to pop up like mushrooms, Wi-Fi, and per-
sonal cell phones transmitting frequencies 
24/7, and it is clearly a public health issue 
not being addressed by the mainstream. 
If you feel chronic fatigue, have difficulty 
thinking after a long day at work, or suffer 
from insomnia, you may be a victim of 
electronic pollution.

THE SOLUTION

Luckily, we have a solution for the elec-
tronic stress that we face every day — or-
gonite. It’s a simple combination of resin, 

orgoNite 101

Since the new millennium, 
a material called orgonite 
has become a popular 
energy tool in holistic and 
healing circles. Its simple 
combination of resin, metal, 
and quartz crystal has given 
people better sleep, improved 
mood, and more stamina — 
principally by balancing the 
electromagnetic frequencies 
in our environment. 

From cell phones, to Wi-Fi, smart meters, 
and other wireless technology, it is not an 
exaggeration to say that we live in a sea 
of invisible electronic pollution which has 
become quite toxic, especially with the 
internet and wireless explosion. Common 
effects reported from electronic frequency 
pollution are fatigue, irritability, and lack of 
concentration.

THE ORGONE THEORY

The term orgonite is derived from Wilhelm 
Reich, an Austrian psychoanalyst who 
developed the orgone theory in the 1930s. 
After many experiments, he proposed that 
an etheric bio-energetic life force existed 
to animate our environment. His idea 
wasn’t unique; most traditional cultures 
held the common belief that invisible life 
energy animated the material world — 
known as chi in Chinese, prana in Hindu 
religion, mana in Hawaiian culture, and by 
many other names across the planet.

In Reich’s view, the key to physical and 
mental health was the balance of this 
orgone energy which he divided into 
two categories: Positive Orgone Energy 
(POR) and anti-biological Deadly Orgone 
Energy (DOE). He saw POR as organized, 
structured, and coherent, while DOE was 
stagnant, leading to decay and entropy 
— very similar to the idea of blockages in 
Chinese medicine.

Reich built various orgone devices such as 
the Orgone Accumulator Box (composed 
of alternating layers of wool and metal), 
which accumulated and infused a patient 
with a high concentration of orgone ener-
gy. Faster healing, increased plant growth, 
and positive effects on cancer were noted.

Reich expanded his theory and proposed 
that bio-energy could affect planetary 
ecosystems including weather patterns, 
and thus the Wilhelm Reich Cloudbuster 
was born. It consisted of an array of metal 
pipes and tubing connected to a water 
supply, the energetics of which he claimed 
could draw orgone energy towards the 
ground, producing rain.

While Wilhelm Reich’s work was ground-
breaking, his talk of orgasmic life energy 
(the orgasm being the spark and root 
of life) and non-traditional experiments, 
drew harsh persecution from the authori-
ties. Both the Nazis and Communists in 
Europe and the American Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) went as far as to 
mark anything written by Reich or contain-
ing the word ‘orgone’ fit for incineration. 
Wilhelm Reich died broke and destitute 
in 1957 while in prison for violating FDA 
regulations — a fate similar to many other 
visionaries such as Nikola Tesla and Royal 
Raymond Rife.

OUR ELECTRIFIED ENVIRONMENT

While Wilhelm Reich did not live to see 
the internet age, his orgone theory is very 
relevant to our electrified environment 
today. The wireless revolution which has 
increased the flow of information a thou-
sand fold has also put massive amounts 

experiments were conducted in a vacuum, 
so the energy was being produced ‘from 
nothing’ or what has been termed the zero 
point or scalar field. Scalar fields are heal-
ing for the human body as they structure 
electromagnetic hertzian waves, making 
them more coherent and less scattered. 
In orgonite, the metal particles in the resin 
matrix act as the metal surfaces in the 
Casimir experiment — the activation of 
scalar waves comes from the EMF pollu-
tion in our environment. Using sound as 
a similar example, you can listen to a 
good sound system all night, but if the 
audio signals are distorted, you’ll quickly 
develop ear fatigue. The same is true with 
your bio-energetic field, where incoherent 
electrical signals lead to computer fatigue, 
headaches, and lack of good sleep.

Quartz Crystals — as key components of 
orgonite, quartz crystals have been known 
for thousands of years for their healing prop-
erties. The basic properties of quartz crystal 
are its ability to focus, direct, and amplify 
energy, and also its reliability as an oscilla-
tor. Quartz not only amplifies orgone energy, 
but itself adds to the coherence and balanc-
ing energy of the orgonite matrix. Another 
aspect of quartz crystal is the piezoelectric 
effect which is activated as the orgonite 
resin shrinks during casting (quartz crys-
tals under pressure produce an electrical 
charge). This constant activation is thought 
to add to the energetics of orgonite.

Pyramid Geometry – while orgonite can 
be formed into any shape, a common 
and popular form is the pyramid. Russian 
scientists have done extensive research 
into pyramid geometry and ‘torsion fields’ 
(called scalars or zero points in the West). 
They found that similar to the Casimir 
Effect, energy is produced in a vacuum 
from the tips of pyramids (energy from 
nothing, i.e. the ether). According to 
torsion field studies, certain geometric 
shapes naturally produce a scalar or tor-
sion field, very similar to what proponents 
of ‘pyramid power’ have been saying for 
millennia. Pyramids are also noted for 
amplifying and transmitting energy, like 
an antenna or speaker cone. Thus, all 
orgonite cast into pyramid geometry not 
only benefits from orgonite energetics, but 
pyramid energy as well.

While more scientific studies need to be 
conducted into the orgonite phenomena, 
in my opinion orgonite can be considered 
a scalar or torsion field generator.

PHYSICAL AND MENTAL FREEDOM

Orgonite is not only physically and ener-
getically liberating, it is mentally liberating 
as well. It is very liberating for me to make 
orgonite and to see the positive changes 
put into action with my own hands. Not 
only have I been liberating my energetic 
space, but many of my friends and clients 
who have received my orgonite pyramids 
report the same: better sleep, improved 
mood, and more vitality.
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googLe’S CrAzy offiCeS

In the Google office, Googlers 
can skateboard their way 
to the cafeteria, (computer 
controlled) toilets or in fact 
anywhere they want to go. 
For Googlers, destination 
is more important than the 
mode of transport.

Google has a personal T-rex dinosaur, 
called Stan, which lives in their California 
headquarters. The skeleton is original and 
is an asset of Google Inc.

Google offices do not have a dress code. 
A Googler can wear anything to the office. 
even bodypaint...

Google showers its employees with 
unique perks. There was a time when they 
provided a subsidy of $5000 for purchas-
ing a hybrid car in order to inspire their 
employees to use cleaner and greener 
technologies.

Google provides a complete Gourmet 
meal, 3 times a day, to its employees. 
Some people claim the food is better than 
a 5 star restaurant.

Google believes that its employees should 
not have to go more than 150 feet for 
food. Therefore, it has food stations 
placed everywhere within the 150 feet for 
the employees.

Google has a real job profile named “Chief 
Cultural Officer” who is responsible to 
retain Google’s cultures like no hierarchy, 
happy employees, and a flat organization.

The Googlers at the California office do 
not like lawn mowers and prefer goats to 
come and clean their lawns. They really 
love the cute quotient of this live lawn 
mower. 

A Google employee is named a “Googler” 
and a new employee is given the name of 
“Noogler”. 

Google is a dog friendly company that 
allows its employees to bring their well-
behaved canines to office with them.

Google loves the environment so it formed 
Google Green that is dedicated towards 
developing renewable energy supplies.

Google encourages its engineers to spend 

Google's London locale is anglophilic 
dreamhouse fit for Mr. Bean himself.

Lounge chairs, pool tables, and interesting light 
fixtures abound, all of which help create a 

relaxing, fun-filled work environment.

Office foosball tables are old ‘90s startup news, 
but an office putting green?

Top that with veritable jungles decorating work-
spaces, and Google’s downright Dr. Seussian 

Dublin campus is possibly the most playground-
like in the whole family.

Google’s Amsterdam office designs take 
inspiration from their location’s cultural history 

and visual flavor, capturing the playfulness 
inherent in so much Dutch design. 1960s 

caravans serve as meeting rooms, complete 
with lawn chairs and fake grills.

A conference room at Google 
London’s “Super HQ”

The ceiling panels are designed to look like 
stroopwafels--that quintessentially Dutch gooey 
waffle-cookie. Maybe Googlers draw inspiration 

from sugar cravings?

The Pittsburgh office fills the penthouse of a 
100-year-old Nabisco factory with pool tables 

and other crucial aids to techie focus.

Designed by Camenzind Evolution in 
collaboration with Setter Architects and Studio 

Yaron Tal, the office features ivy and flower-
covered walls, shag carpeting, a Lego room, 

a tube slide between floors, and a view of the 
Mediterranean sea from the rooftop deck.

This nature-themed space features grassy 
grandstand seating, dewdrops on the ceiling 

and woodsy.

A conference room at Google 
London’s “Super HQ”

Google’s Dublin office is a spunky, brightly 
colored playground for nerds

Occupying eight floors of the Electra Tower in 
Tel Aviv, these offices look like what elves and 
fairies might build if they held board meetings.

20% of their time on ideas of their own. 
Google has many products that came out 
of this 20% idea. 

Googlers can ride company provided 
bicycles around the Googleplex. Google 
makes sure its employees do not have to 
walk through their huge campuses, and 
that they use greener technologies.

Why is Google is sometimes nicknamed 
the “Mountain View Chocolate Factory”.
That’s not because its gives its employees 
lot of chocolates (although it does). It is 
used as a comparison of Google to Roald 
Dahl’s Willy Wonka’s Chocolate Factory, 
because of a similarity in the cultures of 
Wonka’s factory and the Googleplex who 
both employ slightly strange eccentric but 
dedicated “engineers”.

Google provides on-site physicians and 
nurses, who make sure the employees do 
not have to leave the campus for medical 
checkups. Google believes that happy and 
healthy employees are the best employ-
ees.

Google provides its employees with com-
prehensive health coverage that also cov-
ers their families’ health care requirements. 
Google understands the importance of 
family and does everything to make sure 
they are taken care of.

Google employees and their families are 
covered by travel insurance, even on their 
personal vacations. Hence, no matter 
where you go, if you are a Googler, you 
are insured.

Google employees get special perks and 
breaks when they are expecting a baby or 
getting married. Google India for example 
offers a baby bonding benefit of around 
$250 to young mothers soon after the 
child is delivered, quite unusual in a coun-
try like India. 

Googlers can request to work anywhere 
for a change of mood. They do not have 
to go and sit in their cubicles every day. 

Google offers $6,000 for when an em-
ployee provides a successful referral. It’s a 
win-win situation.

On 2007’s April fool’s day, the employees 
of the Google New York office actually lost 
and found a real snake in the middle of 
a prank. Celebrating April fool’s day at 
Google is a tradition. Google is known to 
play practical pranks that have left people 
around the world spellbound on many 
occasions.

Google provides free of cost legal advice 
to its employees in the US. Therefore, the 
employees do not have to worry about the 
legal costs. In addition, Googlers can get 
group advice and common legal services 
at a very generous group discounts.

To get employed at Google you first have
a conversation with a recruiter, then a 
phone interview and finally an onsite 
interview at one of Google offices. This 
is done once a job seeker puts his or her 
resume on Google job portal www.google.
com/about/jobs/ - but it is not easy to get 
a job at Google. Google generally has the 
best and most highly qualified graduates 
available.

Google does not provide direct support 
for its free products and instead runs the 
Google Top Contributor programme, a 
collection of volunteers who provide the 
most active and knowledgeable answers 
you’ll find in Google’s Help Forums. Here 
at Steegle.com we employ and gather 
contributions from Google Top Contribu-
tors for the content of the site.

Google provides certification programmes 
for its partners and individuals to show 
their expertise in Google products. Here 
at Steegle.com we have achieved Google 
Apps Authorised Reseller staus and we 
employ various experts including Google 
Apps Certified Deployment and Sales 
spdcialists, Google Apps Certified Admin-
istrators and we’re working towards other 
Google certifications too.

Good at searching on Google? Learn 
more at www.powersearchingwithgoogle.
com/ This site offers basic and advanced 
self-paced courses in how to get the best 
out of Google Search.

Google like charitable work so made
Google.org to develop technologies to 
help address global challenges and sup-
ports innovative partners through grants, 
investments and in-kind resources. 

The best way to ranked number 1 on a 
Google Search is to bribe several Google 
employees, but since Google has so many 
check and balances in their search tech-
nology not even this would work. The real 
way to get ranked well is to have unique, 
original content that other sites want to 
link to - simple!

steegle.com
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luxury Villa Vacation homes & Suites in laguna phuket

set around a hidden lagoon – at the heart of it all yet delightfully tucked away – outrigger 
laguna phuket resort and villas puts the ‘pearl of the andaman’ at your fingertips. Find 
all the comfort, service and worry-free spirit of a luxury resort paired with the space and 
privacy of your favorite vacation home.

situated within the larger laguna phuket Destination resort, the suites and villas unfold over 
a luscious green landscape. take advantage of the many restaurants, excursions, shops, 
spas and other amenities of this unique resort community, and explore the many exciting 
facets of visiting phuket. or simply relax in the luxurious privacy of a multi-bedroom pool 
villa – the choice is yours.  

outriggerthailand.com
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“I would love to have been a painter but I 
didn’t learn that medium but I am intrigued 
by what I can do with photo images by 
following my intuition with such computer 
programs as photoshop which allows me 
to take an idea and make it into high art.”

Dominique excels at transforming the 
shape of a beautiful woman into a mythic 
goddess with the use of her computer.  
She first came to live in Phuket in 1992 
and opened a very successful media 
company before the island had any 
newspapers or professional ad agencies.  
With her computer skills, she designed 
some of the island’s first professional ad 
campaigns. Her work was featured in 
a solo show at The Boathouse in Kata 
Beach.

Dominique Anger is a Phuket 
based photo artist who first 
arrived to Thailand in 1990 
to work with the legendary 
Japanese designer, Kenzo.

“I’ve always worked with design and 
fashion and spent many years in Paris 
creating photography for the media.  
During this time, I had over 15 exhibitions 
of my work in Paris and the South of 
France but by 1990, I was looking for new 
subjects and new cultures so when Kenzo 
asked me to help him fabricate jewelry 
and accessories in Bangkok, I closed my 
Paris studio and came to Thailand where I 
discovered a whole new visual world.”

Dominique is no stranger to exotic places.  
As a child, her family moved to Guinea 
Conakry where she spent her early years.
“We lived in the jungle away from 
civilization. My father worked building 
roads and as a child I was overwhelmed 
with the colors of the market and the 
sounds coming from the jungle. I also 
observed how sensual the women were 
with an easy sexuality. This was something 
that stayed in my mind and I can now see 
how my work is affected.”

Much of Dominique’s photography is 
about women and sex. 
“When we returned to live in France, I 
noticed a big change in how the women 
expressed themselves as women as 
though they were confined by the 
demands of the male directed society.  I 
think women want to be free about their 
sexuality and need to face their fears in 
dealing with cultural expectation.”

Dominique is more than a photographer.  
She captures what her eye finds exciting 
and then uses computer technology to give 
texture, color and drama to her images.

pHotogrApHiSt
domiNiqUe ANger 

“I’ve lived on Phuket for a long time but I 
take breaks to refresh and get new ideas.  
I love to travel, especially in Africa. I have 
made a home in Morocco and another in 
the South of France. But I always return to 
Phuket as I like the food and the weather 
but I especially love being with Thai 
people.”

Dominique will present a series of work 
inspired by the sea at Boathouse by 
Montara during July. To look at the full 
range of her photography or to find out 
about acquiring one of her art pieces, 
check out her website at: 

www.dominiqueanger.com 
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and have been living in 
Thailand for the past 16 

years. I was previously in 
Singapore for 19 years, 

importing Thai food to the 
island, and during that 

time I often came to Phuket 
for diving. 

After visiting Phuket many 
times, I decided to invest 

in a property here, so that 
later on I could retire and 

live in it. Day by day I saw 
great opportunities in the 

property business, and 
started to buy pieces of 

land and a few villas. 

Nowadays, my properties 
for both rental and sale 

include land, villas, apart-
ments, houses, and shops.

As I still love to live in 
Phuket, I wish the people 

living here would take 
better care of it. Tourism 

is the main income for 
the people of Phuket, but 
the tourists are fewer and 
fewer every year. I hope 

the Thai Government 
will take the steps 

necessary to encourage 
investor confidence for 
global investment and 

development in our 
beautiful Andaman Pearl.
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in Bangkok where 
I graduated with a 
bachelor’s degree in 
civil engineering, and 
a master’s degree 
in engineering and 
computing. I am currently 
working at Laguna Hotels 
and Resorts, Phuket as 
senior cost manager for 
Laguna Property. 

I am a confident, easy 
going person who likes 
to have fun. I have lived 
in Phuket for 7 years and 
have grown more and 
more in love with this 
island, mainly because 
of the Phuket culture and 
environment, which is so 
different from Bangkok, 
especially the weather. 
I have always enjoyed 
playing sport, and the 
weather in Phuket is 
great for me because I 
can enjoy more outdoor 
activities. I have taken part 
in the Laguna Triathlon 
which Laguna organizes 
every year — it continues 
to challenge me, and I 
have twice succeeded in 
the Half Ironman. I would 
happily recommend sport 
lovers to try the Laguna 
Triathlon at least once. 

This year I have also 
climbed to the peak of 
Mount Kilimanjaro — 
Africa’s highest mountain. 
Next year, my ambition is 
to climb Aconcagua, the 
highest mountain in South 
America. I also want to 
complete the Full Ironman 
challenge at Langkawi, 
Malaysia.

Outdoor activities have 
always interested me; I 
swim, enjoy trial running 
and long bicycle rides 
whenever I have free time 
away from work. My 
other pastime is playing 
classical guitar.
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for the last 10 years, after 
selling my business in 
Hongkong and accepting 
a job at Royal Phuket 
Marina.

After a few years of living 
in Phuket and attending 
various parties and events, 
I realised there was a 
demand for “luxury” style 
events outside of the 5 star 
hotels.

It was not long after 
producing the Lalvani/
Cadbury wedding that 
I set up “Luxury Events 
Phuket”.  I could never 
have imagined at the 
time that 99% of my 
business would be 
destination weddings but 
it has become such a big 
business for the island 
of Phuket, ticking all the 
boxes for our clients ...... 
the location being in 
the centre of the world, 
an international airport, 
stunning private villas and 
resorts, amazing food, hot 
weather, international golf 
courses and a selection 
of international vendors 
producing very high 
quality work.

I’m happy that more 
families are following suit 
and opting out of the city 
life of high pollution, costs, 
and stress and basing 
themselves here, with their 
children in international 
schools, while they 
continue to do business 
overseas.

Every location has its 
problems and like any 
relationship, you can 
choose to walk away from 
the issues or get involved 
and find ways to deal 
with them.  With enough 
likeminded individuals in 
Phuket, I can only see the 
future of this island going 
from strength to strength 
with our businesses 
continuing to grow. 

I wake up every day 
feeling very grateful for 
what I have and where I 
am………

luxuryeventsphuket.com

Photo by D-Imageplus
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fitness instructor and 

personal trainer, I have 
recently moved here to 

Phuket. I was previously 
a commando in the-British 
Special Forces, serving in 
the Royal Marines for six 
years, and deployed on 

three operational tours of 
Afghanistan. After leaving 
the commandos, I became 

a bodyguard: protecting 
government officials in the 

Middle East in extremely 
hostile areas. 

I also competed in many 
Scottish strongman 

competitions and won 
the 2014 JSW Scottish 

Strongman Competition 
in Fort William. I also 
became a successful 

powerlifter during my time 
in military service and 

trained to an advanced 
coaching level via the 

International Sports 
Science Association 

(ISSA) with certificates 
in advanced personal 

training, nutrition, training 
the young and elderly, 
rehabilitation training, 

training for professional 
sport and training with 

injuries. 

I am 26 years old with 11 
years of health and fitness 

instructing experience, 
specialising in strength, 
fitness, weight loss and 

toning goals. If you 
are looking to get that 
body you have always 

dreamed of to show 
off on the beaches of 

Phuket, or even if you are 
just looking to improve 
your health, fitness and 
quality of life, then I am 

sure I can provide the 
training, support and 

encouragement needed 
to achieve your desired 

fitness and health goals. 
I can design a personal 
diet, nutrition plans and 

comprehensive one to 
one training sessions. I 
am also able to travel 
across Phuket to visit 

clients at their home to 
provide a more personal 

relationship, offering a 
constant, reliable training 

update. 

I am very passionate 
about my work and client 
relationships. I also love 
to train and pass on my 

in-depth knowledge to 
my clients and see them 

achieve their goals.
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and my family moved to 
Phuket 30 years ago. I 
have grown up in a family 
whose focus is on morals 
and meditation. As long as 
I can I remember, I have 
seen my mother meditating 
every day, so I wanted to 
do the same, and it made 
me feel at one with nature 
and independent. 

I started to go to the 
temple for meditation, 
to sit down and listen 
to the natural sound of 
birds singing, and enjoy 
the sight of the beautiful 
greenery. At one point, I 
thought about going to the 
north to work as a teacher 
with hill tribe children, but 
my mother was worried 
about me being so far 
away. I didn’t want her to 
be worried, so I decided 
to stay put and earn as 
much money as I could 
nearer home. 

I worked for several 
foreign companies but was 
unhappy all the time — 
always wanting to escape. 
That was until 2006, when 
I went shopping for some 
new shoes but instead 
signed up for a yoga 
course. Since then my life 
has changed dramatically. 
The combination of the 
breathing practice in 
yoga, together with my 
longstanding meditation 
experience, made me feel 
beautiful in both mind and 
body. Not too long after, 
I became a yoga teacher, 
instructing students to focus 
on balancing their mind 
and spirit.

I recommend to people in 
Phuket who want to enjoy 
better health and energy 
to start yoga. I used to be 
allergic to many different 
things, but now I have no 
problems at all. I don’t 
need any medicine or 
treatment to make me 
feel better, and I am sure 
everyone wants the same 
— a peaceful life, full of 
joy and love for oneself 
and others. 

When I have time, I like 
to read to improve my 
knowledge, and enjoy 
gardening to see the 
changes in plants as 
they grow. I also like to 
drive around with music 
playing, which makes 
me feel very relaxed. My 
message to all my friends 
in Phuket is that by loving 
yourself, other people and 
nature, our world will be a 
better place.
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Cartagena, Colombia. 
In 2005 my boyfriend 

and I came to Phuket for 
a holiday. We enjoyed 

our time so much together 
on this beautiful island 
that we decided to get 
married here.  In 2006 

we moved from Marbella, 
Spain, to Phuket and my 
husband and his father 
opened The Irish Times 

Pub. Last year we opened 
an additional restaurant 
called La Bodega Tapas 

and Wine, both located at 
Jungceylon, Patong.

At the beginning it was 
hard for me to adapt to 

life on the island but after 
almost 9 years I feel like 

Phuket is my home.

My husband works all 
day long in the hospitality 

service, which is very 
demanding. Therefore I 

have dedicated myself to 
raising our two children. 
The demands of driving 
them to their academy 

programs and extra 
activities keeps me very 

busy. When I have some 
spare time I enjoy meeting 

with my Latino friends!  
We meet up for lunch, or 

dinner, exploring a variety 
of venues on the island. 
In our reunions we keep 
in touch with our culture, 

we speak Spanish and 
sometimes we listen to our 

music, especially Salsa, 
which has become

very popular in Phuket.

Since last year I have 
been training in a high 

level fitness center and it’s 
amazing to discover the 
variety of sport activities 

that the Island has to 
offer. Our whole family 

has participated in local 
races as I would love for 

my kids to grow up in 
a sports environment as 
my husband and I were 
very involved in sports 
competitions when we 

were teenagers. We love a 
healthy lifestyle.

We plan to be here for 
many more years because 

Phuket attracts many 
nationalities. We love the 

multicultural ambiance and 
it’s a great place to see 
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boys, and you can rest assured that the 
Paul Ropp Shop provides just that; shop 
until you drop — you need look no further 
than one of Paul Ropp’s retail outlets. Hey 
people, you don’t have to believe a word 
of this — the proof of the pudding is in 
the eating. Take a family adventure and 
discover the colorful world of Paul Ropp. 
So let it be written, so let it be done.

Paul Ropp shops in Phuket:
Royal Phuket Marina – Tel. 076-360859
Surin Gallery – Tel. 080-5381976
Boat Avenue – Tel. 087-6237988
Factory Outlet – Tel. 081-4165552

Operation hours: 10:00 AM – 07:00 PM
Website:  www.paulropp.com

Written by Salvador bali

pAUL ropp: 
Life ANd StyLe

Larger than life, that’s Paul 
Ropp. He always looks at 
the big picture and this is 
especially so with the comfort, 
ease, style and color of his 
clothing line, demonstrating 
his positive attitude to life and 
nature. 

One only has to talk with Paul Ropp to 
be immediately impressed by his lust for 
life and enthusiasm. He always has a new 
idea — when does this man take a vaca-
tion, what drives him to continue creat-
ing in such a way so as to make fashion 
coherent with everything he does? 

Mind you, Paul Ropp has only ever been 
fashion-minded in the sense of what’s 
going on so that he can embellish it, and 
to his credit, this has only complemented 
his creations. Be it women’s wear, men’s 
wear, accessories or furniture; even a 
hotel has been running through his mind. 
His particular brand of creativity — true 
colors in every sense, larger than life or 
in your face — yes that’s the spectrum of 
Paul Ropp. From humble beginnings, to 
the present and well into the future; once 
Paul Ropp sets his sights on something, 
nothing can stop him. Against all odds, 
Paul Ropp has proved time and time again 
that he is truly a master at interpreting his 
visions. 

There are so many designers out there, 
some successful, some not, who con-
stantly put out variations of a theme, but 
when you see a Paul Ropp design, you 
know it immediately: cool, smart and 
wearable with every conceivable variation. 
All you need is Paul Ropp’s imagination 
and voilà — there you have it. It could be 
said that Paul Ropp has done enough and 
should retire on his royalties, and sit back 
and relax, but for him that would make life 
not worth living. Like a painter and his art, 
the canvas is never really finished; there’s 

always something more to be added. In 
that sphere, yes, I would have to say Paul 
Ropp is an artist. 

What drives an artist is a passion for what 
they do; it has nothing to do with anything 
else but creating. Again, one might say, 
too much and not enough, and the reply 
from Paul Ropp would most likely be: 
Don’t blame me; I’ve always been this 
way. Talking to Paul Ropp about fashion 
could lead to many a dubious thought, 
definitely a rule breaker in every sense of 
the word, but Paul Ropp makes it work, 
which always reminds me that the older I 
got, the smarter my father became. 

Paul Ropp is known as something of a 
mixture: a no-nonsense businessman with 
a heart of gold lurking behind that facade. 
That said, Paul Ropp expresses himself 
somewhat as a reporter of life. Atten-
tion to detail separates the men from the 
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ing heavily involved in the photographer’s 
World Trade Center and Parks Department 
archives, both of which are now part of 
the Museum of the City of New York. Ad-
ditionally, Smith printed for the studio and 
was involved in the curatorial and produc-
tion sides as well. His work has appeared 
in the Smithsonian and View magazines, 
PDN, Art and Architecture and The Royal 
Photographic Society Magazine.

jonathansmithphotography.com

International Center for Tolerance Educa-
tion of The Bridge Project, a series of 
photographs of New York. He has been 
the recipient of a number of awards for his 
work including The Hearst Biennial Award 
(January 2011), The Magenta Foundation, 
Flash Forward award (May 2010), the PDN 
Annual Awards in the Personal Category 
(May 2010) and the Photography Book 
Now Blurb award (September 2008).

From 2000 until 2009 Smith worked in the 
studio of the renowned New York pho-
tographer, Joel Meyerowitz. In 2001 he as-
sisted in Meyerowitz’s archive, advancing 
to Archive Manager in 2003 and becom-

joNAtHAN SmitH
pHotogrApHy

Born 1978 in Britain artist 
Jonathan Smith studied in the 
United Kingdom at the Kent 
Institute of Design (KIAD) and 
the International Center for 
Photography in New York. 

He had his first solo show titled Untold 
Stories at Rick Wester Fine art in Sep-
tember 2010. He has also participated in 
group exhibitions at the Ariel Meyerowitz 
Gallery and PowerHouse Arena as well 
as having a one-person exhibition at The 

your own physical reality. The world is 
what you are. It is the physical materializa-
tion of the inner selves which you have 
formed.

It is wrong to curse a flower and wrong to 
curse a man. It is wrong not to hold any 
man in honor, and it is wrong to ridicule 
any man. Your must honor yourselves and 
see within yourselves the spirit of eternal 
validity. You must honor all other individu-
als, because within each is the spark of 
this validity. When you curse another, you 
curse yourselves, and the curse returns 
to you. When you are violent, the violence 
returns.

I speak to you because yours is the op-
portunity to better world conditions and 
yours is the time. Do not fall into the old 
ways that will lead you precisely into the 
world that you fear.

There is no man who hates but that hatred 
is reflected outward and made physical, 
and there is no man who loves but that love 
is reflected outward and made physical.

Beyond myself there is another self and 
still another, of which I am aware. And that 
self tells you that there is a reality beyond 
human reality and experience that cannot 
be made verbal or translated into human 
terms. And to that self, physical reality is 
like a warm breath forming in the winter 
air...”

Exerpted from the teachings of SETH.

tHe ComiNg of SetH

The Seth Material dates back 
to the early 1960’s in Elmira, 
a quaint town perched near 
the Pennsylvania border in 
New York’s Finger Lakes 
region. In their value to the 
inhabitants of this earth, 
the teachings of Seth are 
considered to be as important 
as the original teachings of 
Jesus.

Robert Butts and his wife Jane Rob-
erts lived in an apartment in a Victorian 
house on Water Street. They were young 
Bohemians of sorts: she a writer and he 
an artist. They carved a spare living out of 
their creative passions, supplemented with 
various odd jobs. Involuntarily, Jane began 
having what she called psychic experienc-
es. Unable to ignore these experiences, 
she and Rob one night borrowed a Ouija 
board to see if they could better “focus” 
whatever was happening to her.

After a couple unsuccessful sessions with 
the Ouija board, Jane and Rob started 
receiving intelligible messages, the plan-
chette drifting from letter to letter, forming 
words, then sentences. Rob asked the 
Ouija to identify the personality behind the 
mysterious communications. “Seth,” the 
board replied. Soon, Jane found “Seth’s” 
words coming to her far faster than they 
could be spelled out on the board. Before 
long, she began lapsing into a trance state 
in which she would speak Seth’s words 
directly.

By the mid-’60’s, Jane would host a 
group of students in her home a couple 
times each week for what she called “ESP 
Classes.” The students learned how to de-
velop their own latent psychic abilities (or 
not) and the modest fees they paid helped 
Jane and Rob cover the rent. The gregari-
ous Seth had by now manifested a distinct 
personality. He did not keep his presence 
a private matter for long. Regularly during 
the ESP classes, Jane would fall into a 
trance state and begin “channeling” Seth, 
her voice deepening, gaining strength, and 
taking on a peculiar (some say Russian) 
accent.

Jovial and opinionated, Seth would 
answer students’ questions about a wide 
variety of subjects, generally centering on 
some aspect of the nature of reality.

Through it all, Rob took copious notes, 
developing his own shorthand and serv-
ing as scribe to these public and private 
sessions with Seth. The notes were first 
published under the title How to Develop 
Your ESP Power, the book subsequently 
reissued under a new title, The Coming 
of Seth.

To Jane and Rob’s surprise, Seth one 
day announced that he wished to write 
a book. Four nights a week, Jane would 
channel Seth, and Robert would scribe 
(always by hand). That first book was 
published as dictated without editing 
under the title Seth Speaks: The Eternal 
Validity of the Soul. Rob penned liner 
notes to add perspective and describe 
his wife’s mannerisms as she channeled 
the work of the mysterious author.

“Speaks” stands as an extraordinary 
work frequently credited as the water-
shed of the New Age Movement of the 
late ‘60’s and beyond. A number of prin-
ciples in the book presaged subatomic 
(quantum) particle theories that would 
surface years or decades later. It also 
painted a pragmatic and ardently respon-
sible “theory of everything,” tying together 
science, religion, philosophy, and both 
personal and societal ethics.

Seth proved to be an inveterate author, 
dictating several more books of increasing 
complexity, serving as classroom teacher 
to burgeoning numbers of students, and 
conducting endless private sessions with 
Jane and Rob. 

“As words would give little hint of the real-
ity of color or sound to someone who did 
not experience these, so words can only 
give insight into the nature of reality. I have 
been sent to help you, and others have 
been sent through the centuries of your 
time, for as you develop you form new 
dimensions, and you will help others.

There is never any justification for violence. 
There is no justification for hatred. There 
is no justification for murder. Those who 
indulge in violence for whatever reason 
are themselves changed, and the purity of 
their purpose adultered.

If you do not like the state of your world, 
it is you yourselves that must change, 
individually and en masse. This is the only 
way that change will be effected.

The responsibility for your life and your 
world is indeed yours. It has not been 
forced upon you by some outside agency. 
You form your own dreams and you form 
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    Moments of World History

The real Winnie The Pooh and ChrisToPher robin, 1928

a flighT simulaTor in 1942

CanTeen for disney Workers, 1961

The beaTles Play for 18 PeoPle in The aldershoT Club, deCember 
1961. They Were To beCome suPersTars in one and a half years’ Time.

CoCa Cola is inTroduCed in franCe, 1950

uPloading :) The firsT 5 mbyTe hard disk To a Panam Plane, 1956

earthlymission.com

1883 - firsT inTernaTional maTCh aT Wimbledon

a beggar running alongside king george V’s CoaCh, 1920

The unbroken seal on TuTankhamun’s Tomb, 1922 
(3,245 years unTouChed)

a gang of skinny diPPers is Chased doWn The sTreeT aT 
hyde Park by a PoliCe Woman, 1926

filming of The mgm sCreen CrediTs – The beginning 
of The hollyWood era, 1928

PrinCeTon sTudenTs afTer a snoWball fighT, 1893

World’s firsT TeleobjeCTiVe, 1900

 >>>  Rarely Seen “Enchanted” 
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phuket charitieS

Phuket Has Been Good To Us 

the Foundation is a registered thai charity which places qualified, 
native english-speaking teachers in thai classrooms. our teachers 
promote each child’s personal development and encourage growth 
and confidence with english language education. We supply the 
basic tools to provide for a higher quality of life and enhanced eco-
nomic opportunities. the Foundation teaches english as part of the 
thai curriculum to over 600 students in two schools in phuket.

We also run an after school and weekend program called Coconut 
Club for 142 students who live at kamala school (who are orphans 
or whose families are not able to take care of them). Without Coco-
nut Club, these children would not be given the opportunity to play 
or even leave the school grounds. after school, the children can 
come to the club to work on arts and crafts or simply play. at the 
weekends we run a swim, sports and golf club as well as photogra-
phy and arts projects.

located at kamala.

www.phukethasbeengoodtous.org

phuket charitieS

Phuket Sunshine Village

in the aftermath of the the tsunami that hit phuket on the 26.12.04, 
members of the lions Club of phuket andaman sea decided to be 
involved in a longer term project to help the victims of the tragedy. 
helping Children in need became the main objective of the Club, and 
the idea of creating a village slowly became to grow.the fund raising 
began in earnest and the response was overwhelming. the lions 
Club decided to contact “Child Watch phuket”, a local organization 
in excess of 10 years experience in child care and protection. Child 
Watch phuket were pleased to join forces with the lions Club of 
phuket andaman sea to bring the charity project to reality, and run 
it for years to come. 

the phuket sunshine village was opened on in june 2007 by the 
governor of phuket. the village is now home to over 100 Children in 
need from phuket and surrounding provinces.

located on sireh island.

www.phuketsunshinevillage.org

phuket charitieS

The Rotary Club Patong Beach 

the rotary Club of patong beach has been helping provide medical 
care and education for the many needy children in phuket and along 
the andaman Coast for over fourteen years. their many programs 
have provided scholarships for over 300 students, medical care for 
young kids who would otherwise not have access to needed care, 
and helped fund a pre-school, a clinic, and clean water for moken 
children on a remote island. 

their current programs include funding a school in phuket for chil-
dren of burmese migrant workers who would otherwise be denied 
any education at all. 100% of all funds raised by the rotary Club go 
directly to the beneficiaries. Watch for future rotary Club of patong 
beach fundraising events and come along to help them help the 
needy children of phuket and the west coast.

located in patong beach.

www.rotarypatong.org

phuket charitieS

Soi Dog

soi Dog was founded in 2003 by margot homburg park and john 
and gill Dalley. phuket was growing rapidly at the time and the stray 
dog population was increasing at a fast pace. Witnessing the suffer-
ing endured by street animals john, gill and margot held soi Dog’s 
first clinics utilizing volunteer vets from overseas. Nearly 11 years on 
and soi Dog have sterilized over 66,000 dogs and cats in phuket and 
thailand which is a huge accomplishment. 

soi Dog has always been known for sterilization and treatment of ani-
mals but did you know the shelter in mai khao has nearly 400 dogs 
and dozens of cats available for adoption? many of these dogs and 
cats will live out the rest of their lives at the shelter unless we help 
them find their forever homes. all our dogs and cats are sterilized, 
vaccinated and free to good homes. We adopt locally and overseas 
so if you are considering a feline or canine to join your family please 
contact cristy@soidog.org or on 093 685 1332. 

located in mai khao.

www.soidog.org
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When attacked, water monitors try to in-
timidate predators by lashing out with their 
tails, inflating their throats, hissing loudly, 
turning sideways, and compressing their 
bodies. When cornered, they will bite and 
claw. Unlike other lizards, they do not drop 
their tails in self-defence. 

Water monitors are a source of protein 
and income to poor rural people. Sustain-
able harvesting is possible because even 
in places where they are hunted, they are 
still rather common.

Water monitors are not considered an 
endangered species, although they are 
commonly hunted for their meat and skin, 
and have been exterminated over most 
of mainland India. Elsewhere, populations 
have declined sharply. Habitat destruction 
also affects them. Up to 1.5 million skins 
are legally exported each year, mainly 
from Indonesia to Europe, Japan, and the 
US to be made into fashion goods. One 
explanation why they remain plentiful de-
spite this is because the skins of medium-
sized monitors are preferred. Those of 
larger monitors are too thick and tough, 
thus possibly sparing large females who 
lay more eggs. Their meat is considered 
delicious and a bewildering array of po-
tions are made from various parts of their 
bodies, ranging from cures for diabetes to 
aphrodisiacs and deadly poisons used in 
assassinations. The gall bladder is brewed 
to make a medicinal tea for treating heart 
and liver problems. Skin ointments are 
made from the rendered fat. In Sri Lanka, 
the locals protect them because they eat 
the crabs that would otherwise undermine 
the banks of the rice fields.

wAter moNitor

Water monitors are among 
the largest lizards in the 
world, and can survive in 
certain habitats which cannot 
support other large carni-
vores. 

They survive so successfully because they 
are cold-blooded, and hence make more 
efficient use of food.

They eat anything that they can swallow 
— from tiny insects — to crabs, molluscs, 
snakes, eggs (from birds and crocodiles), 
and fish (including eels up to 1 m long). 
They also eat birds, rodents, small mice, 
deer, and even other monitor lizards. They 
are particularly fond of carrion and will eat 
rubbish, human faeces, and dead bodies. 
They eat prey as big as themselves: one 
monitor lizard 1.2 m long ate a snake 1.3 
m long. Cold-blooded creatures do not 
have cold blood, but instead, tends to 
match the temperature of their surround-
ings.

Warm-blooded creatures have to continu-
ously burn fuel to keep their temperature 
constant. Cold-blooded creatures don’t, 
and thus they can get by with less food.

Water monitors are more active than other 
reptiles of their size because they are 
able to maintain an almost constant body 
temperature. They do this by choosing a 
habitat with appropriate micro-climates so 
that they can hide when it’s hot during the 
day and find warm places to rest when it’s 
cool at night.

The water monitor’s main hunting tech-
nique is to run after prey it has spotted, 
rather than stalking and ambushing. Like 
snakes, they have a forked tongue, stick-
ing it in and out regularly to “smell” their 
prey and other tasty titbits.

Water monitors are highly mobile. They 
swim well (keeping their limbs to the side 
of the body, and propelling themselves 
with the sinuous undulations of their flat-
tened tail). They have even been seen 
swimming far out to sea, and can remain 
underwater for up to half an hour.

They run fast for their size as they have 
powerful leg muscles. In fact, they run 
faster than most of us humans.

The water monitor lizard also climbs well 
— to search for food as well as to escape 

predators — using their strong curved 
claws. The young usually remain in trees 
for safety. If cornered up a tree, they will 
jump into the safety of a stream or river.

They usually hide in a burrow built on a 
river bank. The entrance starts on a down-
ward slope but then increases, forming a 
shallow pool of water. The average length 
of the burrow is about 9.5 m, with an aver-
age depth of about 2 m. In the burrow, the 
average temperature is around 26 °C.

The name “monitor” probably originated 
from the superstitious belief that Nile mon-
itors warned of the presence of crocodiles. 
Nile monitors eat crocodile eggs and were 
therefore often seen near crocodile nesting 
sites.
 
Water monitors are rarely found far from 
water — either fresh or salt water. They 
are particularly common in mangroves and 
on the banks of large rivers, but can also 
be found in grasslands, forests, swamps, 
beaches, and even cultivated land. They 
are among the first large vertebrates to 
colonise new islands and survive in sea 
levels up to 1,100 m high.

Water monitor lizards breed rapidly. Larger 
females produce a corresponding larger 
clutch than smaller ones, up to 40 eggs, 
at least twice a year. Mating involves a 
lot of biting and scratching with females 
laying their eggs 4 to 6 weeks after 
breeding, and producing between 3 to 25 
white, soft-shelled eggs, with an average 
of 15 per clutch. Eggs are laid in termite 
mounds (either active or abandoned), 
along rotting logs, in hollow stumps, or in 
burrows. Eggs take from 2.5 to10 months 
or more to incubate.

Juveniles are more brightly coloured 
with bright yellow markings on the body 
and yellow bands on the tail, contrasting 
against the darker body, but they are more 
secretive and less commonly seen. Males 
grow faster than females, becoming longer 
and heavier. In ideal conditions, they reach 
maturity in 2 years at 1 to 1.3 m for males 
and 0.5 to 1.2 m for females. Water moni-
tors can live for up to 15 years.

Their role in the habitat is one of scaven-
ger, and water monitors keep the habitat 
neat and tidy, controlling the populations 
of their prey. They in turn provide food for 
larger carnivores such as crocodiles and 
birds of prey. Small young water monitors 
are particularly vulnerable, even to large 
birds such as herons.
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Siam Beach
children, snorkeling, restaurant

Ya Nui Beach
small, cute, snorkeling, restaurant

Mai Khao Beach
looong quiet beach

Surin Beach
celebrities, beach clubs, restaurants 

Bang Tao Beach
5 star hotels, local seafood restaurants
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Ao Sane Beach
rough sand, snorkelling, restaurant

Kata Beach
white open beach, surfing in summer season

Emerald Beach
peaceful, north facing beach good for sun tan

Laem Singh Beach
hip, young, restaurants, short trek downhill

Nai Thon Beach
white sands, peaceful, scenic road to get there

Banana Beach
insider tip, restaurant, short trek downhill

Laem Ka Noi Beach
park on top parking lot and walk down

Kamala Beach
busy in high season

Nai Harn Beach
local hangout, busy but cute

Patong Beach
very busy beach, lots of activities

Ao Yon Beach
shallow waters, oyster rafts, locals

Kata Noi Beach
white open beach

Kalim Beach
rocky, surfing during summer season

Layan Beach
tranquil, peacful

Paradise Beach
shady, peaceful, calm waters all year
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Panwa Beach
rough sand, shallow water, peaceful, scenic

Laem Ka Beach
local thai style beach with lots of shadow

Karon Beach
white open beach, no shades

Nai Yang Beach
thai locals, shades, calm waters all year
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Rawai Beach
shady, seafood stalls, local boat trips
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The venue is equally well suited for private 
events, group functions, and weddings. 
With multiple function areas, large groups 
of guests will enjoy the privileges of the 
stunning beach-like setting.

The guest experience at On Top will be not 
want to be missed. Open from 10am to 
late 7 days a week, On Top treats guests 
to a Beach Club like no other. 

Cuisine: Designed by Chef Yi-Fan Chu 
of Iron Chef fame, the cuisine is “Beach-
Comfortable” with specialties including 
grilled Panini sandwiches such as the 
“Argentinian Macho Steak,” roasted flat 
breads featuring pizzas such as “The 
Make-Out Margherita,” fresh sushi rolls, 
sweet and natural aphrodisiac oysters 
such as Fine de Claire & Barron Point 
amongst a selection of others exclusively 
on weekends, and desserts such as the 
“Macaroon Ice Cream Sandwich.”

Cocktail Menu: Under the theme, “Sun-
drenched Party Hits,” the cocktail menu 
features alco-popsicles, island drinks to 
be shared, jello shots, frozen cocktails, 
favourites from the 80’s and 90’s, and 
hand-crafted specialities.

Music: With Live DJs 7 nights a week, the 
line-up will be geared towards fun times 
and favourite beats.

For more information please contact
PR Manager Panchan Noimeecharoen:
panchan.nm@dusit.com

 

oN top BeACH CLUB

When in Patong, Make Sure 
you Get On Top! Located 
on the rooftop of the chic & 
stylish dusitD2, Patong will 
soon offer a world-class 
Day-to-Evening-to-Nightlife 
experience with “On Top” 
Beach Club set to open in 
August, 2015.

Guests entering the 1100 square meter 
venue, spread out over 2 adjoining roof 
areas, are welcomed to a stunning oasis 
featuring live Mermaids, Baywatch babes, 
erotic, flame lit torches, 30 foot palm 
trees, sun loungers, cascading pools, day 
beds, and private, luxurious VIP cabanas.
Revellers preferring a cooler spot can 
relax under the shade outside the large 
pool area, rest under an umbrella, or 
chill out next to the intimate bar nestled 
in-between the DJ booth and one of the 
greatest views in Patong.

“On-Top” Beach Club now completes a 
voluminous entertainment complex, which 
also includes Hooters, the Hard Rock 
Café, and The Drunken Leprechaun Irish 
Pub. Setting a new standard for Phuket, 
“On Top” Beach Club, the only rooftop 
beach club in Phuket, blends the daytime 
beach party, upscale rooftop lounge, and 
sexy, outdoor nightclub into a guest ex-

perience that leads sun and party seekers 
from day to evening to night.

Offering stunning vistas of the Andaman 
Sea, the WOW! Factor is present every-
where. To accentuate the impressive view, 
the roof was raised several meters during 
the construction phase to give guests an 
unprecedented view of the ocean and a 
never-to-be-forgotten guest experience. 
With a warm breeze at your back, the sun 
setting in the distance, a cool cock-
tail in your hand and all surrounded by 
downtempo chill-out tunes, you’re quickly 
reminded that this is what life was meant 
to be.

Additionally, On Top Beach Club has 
created an entertainment showcase that 
will feature chart-topping acts and DJs. 
Featuring DJs 7 days a week, each week 
will culminate with “Bikinis & Bubbles,” the 
Sunday Brunch Party sure to attract huge 
crowds of bikini clad, sun-worshipping 
music and dance lovers.

With this highly anticipated opening, the 
Patong area, an area best known for it’s 
wide variety of entertainment, fantastic 
restaurants, warm tropical climate, and 
it’s proximity to Patong beach, Patong will 
surely continue to grow as Phuket’s most 
desirable and popular destination.
Designed as a destination for the whole 
island of Phuket, guests not staying at 
the hotel are welcome to join through an 
exclusive separate entry created especially 
for them. 




